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Utility Companies Eye Coal 'Talks
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which is open to anyone, will include a
Marshall and Attorney General Griffin
more negotiations, as yet unscheduled,
Miner opposition to a proposed set- -absent miners and those who parquestion-and-answer format.
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Proxmire, a member of the Senate
'Srihieh threatens to cripple industry and
negotiators reach a compromise actentatively agreed to on Monday.--XX-, $2.35 over three years: '
since 1957, got his baptism into politics
Miller had called the the bargaining
ceptable to the bargaining committee, --cool homes in many states.
United Mine Workers' negotiators and
in 1950 when he was elected a member
ratification by rank-and-file members
from the Bituminous , Coal council'together Friday to discuss the
officials
But Granurn said that ordering the
of the Wisconsin State Assembly. Twice
-- contract. but be . postponed the sessicgi ,, would take at least 10days—,,„........_,.._ . miners- back to work-for an 80-day
Operators Association.
- in 1970 and again in 1976-he carried
before noon'end went into seclusion
Those facts have led to estimates that. _cooling_ off period under the TaftOn Friday, the UMW bargaining
all of Wisconsin's 72 counties to win recouncil unofficially voted 33-3 against - after an estimated 500 miners swarmed . the strike now could well last Olt.° Pat..---411artley-Act was not among those opelection to the Senate.
month.
sending the agreeinent to the rank-and-' through UMW Headquarters protestilig
. tions.
Proxmire, who is chairman of the
the proposed contract and Miller's
Meanwhile, top
Carter - ad-.
file for a ratification vote.
Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban
ministration. officials held an
President Carter was at Camp David,
• The vote was not binding, because efforts.
Affairs Committee, has compiled thi- ,
'Miller, who denied an assertion by
unannounced meeting to talk about------Mt-,-for the weekend and did not attend
MW President Arnold Miller was-atlonged unbroken record in the history'
"the very serious problems we're
the meeting.
present, but it was taken among council one of the protesters that he would
of the Senate in answering roll call
votes. He has answered about 5,000
since April of 1966 without missing.
He earned his undergraduate degree
at Yale in 1938 and both the M.B.A. and
master's degree in public administration at Harvard.

U. S. Sen. William Proxmire (pwis.
outspoken critic of some of the
spending practices of the federal
government, will be the speaker for an
Insight Lecture program at Murray
State University on Tuesday evening,
,
Fell, 14.
Scheduled to begin at 8:30 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, the lecture is
sponsored by the Student Government
Association. Proxmire's topic will be
WasteilLGOYerrunent.”

to
a

Equipment Donated To Murray State —
To Expand Blind Learning Opportunities

The senior senator from Wisconsin is
the author of -four books - "Report
from Wasteland: America's MilitarySeveral pieces of equipment have
Industrial Complex," "Uncle Sam,
been made available at Murray State
Last of the Big-Time Spenders," "You
University to expand learning opCan Do It!" and Can Small Business
portunities for students who are blind
Survive?"
or visually impaired.
The Insight Lecture series at Murray
Provided and set up by the Bureau for
State is designed to provide students,
the Blind in the Kentucky Education
faculty, and the general public a
and Arts Cabinet, the equipment in the _
learning experience into world affairs,
domestic ,issues, the entertainment - ,Learning Centet,;_rof_the_Special
rfication Buildfng can be 'piit to use
field, and hunian interest 'events, ac-immediately by 113 sight-handicapped
cording to Brad Lutz of Barrington, Ill.,
students on the campus. ,
chairman of the Insight Lecture
Charles McDowell', exeeutive
Committee.

Sen. William Proxmire

Investigation Is Ordered Into
Sexual Materials Controversy
"
,
'',
'' 10003024004144***44411141101101i*Ili

FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - Unexpected controversy developed in the
Legislature when lawmakers arrived at
their desks to find sexually explicit
pamphlets had been passed out.
An investigation was ordered after
outraged House members noted that
pages asked to distribute the material
Friday included young girls.
A woman active in the movement to
rescind Kentucky's ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment later
acknowledged that she distributed the
material.
"Thjs,is,horrible stuff (but)- got
'their attention, didn't I?" said Carol
Maddox of Stop-ERA.

frankfort
roundup

'Lights' Tickets
On Sale At Door
'i'ickets will be on sale at the door for
each performance of -Campus Lights,"
the annual student musical comedy
production at Murray State University
tonight.
--Dr:Roger.
Reichmuth, chairman of
the Department of Music and faculty
adviser, said the sale of tickets will
begin at 7 p.m. at the entrance to Lovett
Auditorium prior to each performance.
Admission is $3 a person.
Curtain time is 8:15 p.m. on each
date.
Tickets are on sale each day this
week from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the
lobby of the Student Center on the
campus. Reservations may also be
made by calling the Department of
Music office at 762-4288. All seats are
reserved.
Written, directed, and performed by
a company of about 150 students, the
production is the 41st since the show
was inaugurated in 1938. Proceeds go
into a scholarship fund for incoming
music students.

:alegrawiemexiiimitriametearafeina11111111111111•11
The material included drawings of
nude women engaged in lesbian acts
and purported to show it had been
federally financed in connection with
the International Women's Year
conference last December in Houston.
But a spokesman for the National
Gay Task Force said by telephone from
New York that the orignal pamphlet
was not paid for by federal funds and
had been doctored by anti-ERA forces
to include the sexually explicit
drawings.
Despite the flap, the House did
manage to take action on several
significant pieces of legislation, including approval of _a bill to reduce
inheritance taxes at Most Kentuckians
and rejection of a Senate-passed
measure to allow restaurants to obtain
special wine licenses.
The Senate, meantime, unanimously
approved an ameliftent to remove the
state sales tax from utility bills but
delayed a vote on the bill until next
week.
A Democratic leadership move to
recommit the bill to committee failed
despite a memo circulated among
senators from Gov. Julian Carroll that
his yet undisclosed energy stamp plan
will provide more relief to Kentuckians
than a sales tax exemption.
The Senate approved a House-passed
bill to allow motorists to turn left at a
red light when turning from a one-way
street onto another one-way street.
An anti-child pornography bill
already approved by the, lower
chamber sailed 36-0 through the Senate
and was sent to the governor.
The measure would make it a felony
to use a-child 16 or under in sexually

magazines.
explicit films
or
Distribution of such material also
would be banned.
Disabled Kentucky veterans would be
eligible for special benefits and lower
rates at state parks similar to those
p.s.
"
afforded elderly citizens under a joint
resolution passed by the Senate and
sent to the House.
The inheritance tax exemption bill
passed by the House would raise the
exemption from $20,000 to $50,000 for
surviving spouses and provides for
similar increases for infants and
children.

director of the bureau, called the addition at Murray State a reflection of "a
realization that technology today
enables the blind student to be much
-more competitive in the classroom."
A former teacher at Webster County
High School and mayor of Providence,
McDowell himself was the first blind
student to earn a degree at Murray
State in 1962. He organized the bureau
he now heads and became its executive
director when it was. officially
established on July 1 of 1977.
He and others in the bureau, including T.V. Crammer, director of the
Division ..of Special and. Technical
Services, delivered -and installed the
equipment on the campus. That
equipment includes:
-- A speech compressor, which is 'a
recorder that can be played at two and
a half times the normal speed without
losing audibility,thus enabling students ,
to review from tapes at a much greater
rate of speed.
- A mini-viewer or television-like

One Section-12 Pages
Murray High School and Calloway County High cage
teams both hit the winning groove with basketball victories last night. Read all about Friday night's action in
today's sports section.

increasing cloudiness
Clear to partly cloudy today.
Highs in the mid to upper 30s.
Increasing cloudiness tonight
with a chance of freezing rain or
sleet toward morning. Lows in
the mid to upper Ns. Warmer
with rain likely Sunday. Highs in
the upper 30s to low 40s.
Winds light and variable Way,
becoming light southeasterly
of
Probabilities
tonight.
measurable precipitation 30
percent tonight. and 60 percent
Sunday. 44.

today's index
Business Page Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Fins
Horoscopes
Inside Report
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
Opinion Page
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impaired students are enrolled at
Murray State, he said a Resource
Materials Unit
RMUi will be
designated for the Learning Center, "
which was established in 1976 and is-- -headed by Dr. Jody Anderson, as
director.
"An FtMU simply means that Murray
_State has enough blind and visually-2-impaired students to justify a full-tune
person-and secretary being assigned to
the campus to assist them in making
use of the available resources," he
explained.
Jan Willett, field counselor working
out of the bureau's Division of Field
Services office in Paducah, which is one
of 15 in the state, is presently the
primary contact with students on tl)f
campus.
Other divisions in -the Bureau for 'the *
Blind are the,Business Enterprise
Program, Placement, Rehabilitation
Adjustment Center, and Kentucky
Industries for the Blind.

Park Board
To Open
Bleacher Bids
Members of Murray-Callowa‘2,
County Park Board are expected to
open bids on four sets of bleachers for
the "old city park" and hear a report on
the startis -Of The L & N-frelght depnt4.
when the board meets Tuesday, Feb.
14.
The meeting will take place in the
jury room of Calloway County Courthouse.
Other items on the agenda include:
-A water safety committeefrom the
American Red Cross presenting a
request for pool use in 1978;
-A construction committee report on
the status of stump placement on park
property;
-Extension of the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation grant to continue to
December 31, 1978.
-Discussion •fegarding the use •,f
railroad ties in the concession area.

BRAILLEWRITER DEMONSTRATION - Charles McDowell, executive director of the Kentucky Bureau for the
Blind, demonstrates a braillewriter for Dr. Jody Anderson, director of the Learning Center at Murray State University.
The Bureau for the Blind has made available several pieces of equipment to expand learning opportunities for
students on the campus who are blind or visually impaired..Among them is a braillewriter, which is used for the
system of writing in which characters made up of raised dots are"read" by the fingertips.
-

Maude Nance...

inside today.

screen on which written material is
projected and magnified for easier
reading,either white-on-black or blackon-white.
An optacOn, which is a reading aid
with a camera that scans print and
transmits a vibration that is "read" by
the fingertips.
A-talking calculator, vihibh performs - as other calculators do except
that it computes verbally.
- A braillewriter for the system of
writing that uses characters made up of
raised dots that are "read" by the
fingertips.
- A talking book machine, which
plays phonograph records of book or
magazine readings at adjustable
speeds.
McDowell said he hopes the new
dimension in leerning capability for the
-blind and visually impaired at Murray
State will encourage people who have
such a handicap to consider college as a
real and reachable possibility.
When as many as 20 to 25 sight-

NEW CONCORD, Ky. (
Mention the Civil War to Maude Forrest
Nance and you learn that she's an
unreconstructed Rebel.
"I'm proud to say I'm an American,
but I lean toward the South," says the
67-year-old former president of the
Kentucky Division of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy.
Maude Nance's roots go deep in the
sandy hills around this tiny village
where Civil War history is just around
the corner.
• To the south and east, in Tennessee- are the sites of Fort Henry, now
covered by water, and Fort Donelson,a
national military park on the Cumberland 'River. Those Confederate
strongpoints were seized in 1862 by
Yankee forces led by Gen. U.S. Grant,
Most of Calloway County was CO:

An Unreconstructed Rebel

federate during the conflict which Miss
Nance and the UDC insists was "The
War Between the States" and not "The
Civil War."
don't see how you could call it
'civil' when there was nothing civil
about it," she says about the conflict
which claimed 618,000 lives.
The UDC handbook says "since the
war was between two groups of states,
the United States and the Confederate
States - two separate nations - the
most exact name for the great conflict
1860s is 'The War Between the
States." "
Estimates- indicate that at least 800
Calloway Countains wore Rebel gray
while less than 50 donned Yankee blue.
Maude Nance claims kinship with as
many as 100 of those Confederates.

"My grandmother was Minerva
Stubblefield and that means I can say
cousin to nine-tenths of Calloway
County," she says.
The UDC requires one Confederate
forebearer for membership and Miss
Nance put down her great uncle, John
T. Stubblefield of the 12th Kentucky
Cavalry...,
He fought under the celebrated
Southern cavalry commander, Gen.
Nathan Bedford Forrest of Tennessee."
"I'm named for him," says Miss
Nance referring to the general who also
was a distant ancestor.
Captain Stubblefield remains her
favorite, and she tells how -the skinny,
scraivny 21-year-old, 'still recovering
from wounds he received. in battle,
ambushed a Yankee officer and took his
horse and gun."
„

Her great uncle, Bob Stutiblfield,
once set fire to a cornfield where the
Yankees were grazing their mounts.
Another time, he slipped into Fort
Heiman, removed the chocks from the
Yankees' supply wagons and sent the
procession crashing into the river.
But Miss Nance says there's more to
the 83-year-old UDC than stories of
heroes of "the Lost Cause."
"We provide college scholarships and
look after Confederate gravesites and
memorials," she says. "We also
provide pensions for widows and
daughters of Confederate' veterans.
You'd be surprised how many are still
She says the organization's primary
objective is "to honor the memory of
those who served and those who fell in
the service of the Confederate states."
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CALENDAR
Satitrday, February 11
- Tlwrel anti &wet night of
Campus Lights will be at 8:15
p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.

._

-

Valentine dance, Featuring
Stash will be held from nine
p.m. to one a.m. at the Jaycee
Center at the MurrayC0 n t
CalLoWay
—Fairgrounds. Public is in...vited.
Tractor pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity
at Murray State, will start at
seven p.m. at the West Kenand
Livestock
tucky
Exposition Center. For information call 753-2943.
Music scholarship auditions
for high school students,
Sponsored by"-Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu'Alpha Sinfonia, will be held ftom nine
a.m. to four p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
University.

Monday,February.1,1
League of - Women Votci will have their regular board
meeting at seven p.m.
followed by the "Consensus
On Energy"- at eight p.m. at
the United Campus Ministr!,
building, 202 North 15th Street
Public is invited to the last
session.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a called important
business meeting at -the
Calloway county Court House
at seven p.m. Tuesday, February 14 *Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
with Lyda Sue 'Collins,
Coldwater
with
Vivian
Adams, and New Providence
with Iris Casteel, all at one p.

Cammunity shower for
family of Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Jackson whose home and
contents were destroyed by
READ-A-THON — Murray Middle School students who collected over $25 and received special awards by parfire will be held at Community
in the Read-a-thon were, left to right, first row: Susan Hutchins, Sabrina Smith, Melissa Tinsley,Missy Dunn,
ticipating
North
Room,
Branch, Peoples
Stacey Mobley,Samantha Wider, Rhonda Manners, Bonnie Jones who coordinated the event for the
row:
second
Bank,.at seven p4ri,
- Adult Valentine Banquet of
Zeta Department,third row Karl Flood, Larry Russell. Gary Galloway was absent when the picture was made.
First Baptist Church will be
Photo Sy Kaye Petbies
Group II of First Christian
• held' at Jonathan Creek
CWF
Church
will
with
meet
Baptist Assembly at 6:30 p.m.
Department To
Iltitets are $2.50 per person. Mrs. A. B. Austin at two p. m. Theta
Group IV of First Christian
Sunday, February 12
Church CWF will meet at Hoid Dinner Meeting
Recital by Gail Lovelace, Westview Nursing Home atWhite Plains, soprano voice, 6:30p. m.
• The Theta Department of
h MurftylVnttatiwill
—le
eb
"•
*
will be at 3:30 p.m. tit this
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Associ- have a dinner meeting at the
Freed-Hardeman
Doyle Fine Arts Center, ates will meet at the club house on Monday, Feb.
University Churdt of Christ 20. Guests will be invited for
-Murray State University.
-Cindy
Brenda Galloway, Sabrina Smith, and
Students -at Murray Middle
the Italian style dinner at
annex at seven p. m.
12
Sunday, February
School were recognized at an Conley, Suzanne Pittman, Rhonda Manners.
three dollars per person.
Women of the First
Reservations should be assembly Monday, Feb. 6, for Robert Lyons, Ann Harcourt,
Betty Sledd Mission Group
Presbyterian Church will of Memorial Baptist Church made by Monday, Feb. 13, their efforts in the Read-a- Sheri Swift, Rhaygen Burke,
'
thon sponsored by the Zeta Patricia Kelly, Sam Kennedy,
have a valentine meeting and .will
mekt at the home of Jane with the telephone comnoittee,
dessert at sev-en-p-m__
Murray--PliiiAne-Gatiterine-Loberger,
----aeeoi'thng---to-.-Mrs.
ue
.s0p. m.
Samantha Wilder, John
- Beatty, chairman, and Mrs. Woman's Club in cooperation
LOUISVILLE PATIENT
Youth- Fellowship of the
with the Kentucky Association Kelso, Patsy Crawford,
Alice
Waters, -Bessie Arlie Scott, vice-chairman.
Mrs. A. G. (Joan) Wilson is
Angela Fann, Kathy Roberts,_ a patient at the Jewish
First Baptist Church will meet Tucker, and M'aryleona,Frost
for Retarded Citizens.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Circles of First United- Lzindjeon At Oaks-Ys
Sponsors pledged an amount Tracy Baker, Debbie Dorn- Hospital, Room No 541, 217 E.
Dan_ Shipley at eight p.m. Methodist Church Will meet at
of money for each book read'feld, .Kellie Overbey, David Chestnut, Louisville, Ky.
following evening worship.
the church at .9:30 a. m.,
by a student and the funds will York, Angie Ushar,
40202.
Cancelled Wednesday, be
Connie Lovett, Laura
used to benefit retarded
weather permitting.
Monday, February 13
Montgomery, Brent Clark,
FIRST PIZZA
The ladies day luncheon citizens in the state and
Russell's Chapel United
Phillip Carter, Camme Covey,
Elm Grove Baptist Women scheduled for Wednesday, c°rnmunitY'
Breakfast in ancient Rome
Methodist Church Women _will will
Jones, member of Todd ROSS, 'Lisa Russell, was usually bread topped with
. meet at the church at ten Feb. 15at
_
, the OaksCotintry „_ Bonnie
meet ..at. 1:30 p.mt at the
helped Leslie Coop,
tos,eake gifts. Each
yesterday's leftovers. A Tiber
DeP4r4nent,
- -'7“le Zeta
been cancellert-,7-----7'
church with Toni Hopson and bring a sack lunch.
baker got the idea961 turning
coordinate the event in the Kim Sykes,
general
Eleanor
D'Angelo,
Linda Kelly as hostesses.
Darron Gibson, Missy Dunn, up the edges of his bread so
city
schools.
chairman for the ladies day
The following students Larry Russell,Stacey Mobley, the leftovers wouldn't slide
Groups of First Baptist luncheons, said the next
Sunday
Circl
Golden
Church Women will meet as luncheon will be held in participated in the Read-a- Karl Flood, Susan Hutchins, off. This was the world's first
School Class of Memorial follows: I with Mrs. Calvin March.
Tinsley, Gary pizza.
Melissa
thon program:
Baptist Church will meet at Morris and Janelle Doyle at
the home of Gayle Adams, church parlor, both at 9:30 a.
1704 Magnolia, at seven p.m. m.; H with Mrs. Burman
with Petty Sledd,- Nigerian Parker at ten a.m.; III with
missionary, as speaker.
Mrs. Edgar Pride at two p. m.

New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
JIM MUNDY, by Robert
Fowler. Harper.
Jim Mundy is the hugely
likable hero of this actionfilled Civil War novel. By the
time the war was ended he has
become involved in many
adventures and romances.
FOXFIRE 4, by Eliot
Wigginton. Doubleday.
Examines documents,
and
diaries, • letters,
biographies to discover the
truth about the life of the
legendary abolitionist who
was hanged --.at Harper's
Ferry.
- 'Sle0FIELD
THE
DIAGNOSIS, by Henry
Denker. Simon and Schuster.
When she begins to suspect
that a young child's serious
illness stems from child
abuse, neurologist Jean
Scofield finds herself pitted
against her hospital, her
colleagues, her lover, and her
anguished parents.
MURDER AT PROSPECT,

KENTUCKY, By Augusta
- .
- Lyons. Putnam. From her first stint as night
nurse to her ailing senile
grandmother, Star sees that
the old woman's notion that
someone is trying to drive her
mad is not groundless.
THE FRENCHWOMAN, by
Barbara Paul.Stein.
A romantic tale of a young
girl swept up in the passions of
the Napoleonic Wars and her
own wayward heart.
THIS IS FOR REMEMBERANCE, by Rosemary
Clooney. Playboy Press.
Never sparing herself
•Rosemary Clooney writes
with candor about the
pressures that broke a gifted,
beautiful and successf41
Oung vitimari to the depths of
• _.
despair.
PS Y C HO-DECORATING ,
by M.H. Harmon. Wyden.
The way people decorate
their homes, just like body
language, reveals a surprising
amount of information about
her attitudes and personality
the author writes.

Read-A-Thon Participants
Recogntze Middle School

Oaks Country Club board
will meet at the club room at
seven p.m.

Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a. m.
at the Dexter Center.

Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Methodist
First United
Church will not meet this
month.

Murray TOPS Club will
Meet at Health Center at
seven p. m.

"Sweetheart
Valentine
Surprise" potluck dinner will
be held by the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at six p.m. at
the club house.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers aim have met
received Heir Iseen•-delivered
C•rf 114 Tim Illeerrey Ledger
Tines by 5:30 p.m. lamerety-.
Friday or by 3:30 p. ea Sanerdays are urged I. call 753-1916
betimes. 5:30 p. m. wed 6 p.m.,
lameary-Fritny, sr 3:30 p.m.
mid 4p. m. Satierdays, is Were
delivery el tbe newspaper. Calls
nest be placed by 6 p.m. nosed/rye or 4 p.m. Satyr/aye to
georentem delivery.

Forget
Your
Sweetie!

Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p. m.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
• Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by Murray
Senior Citizens with sack
lunch _at _ noon_ and __band
practice at one p. fffEk
Youth Valentine banquet of
First Baptist Church will be
held at the Fellowship Hall at
seven p. m.

KEEL GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Ray
Keel, Murray Route Three,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Holly Denee, weighing seven
pounds
eleven
ounces,
measuring 19k4 inches, born
on Monday,Jan. 16, at 8:12 a.
m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at
Mack and Mack Sports Service at Aurora.
Grandparents are Kenneth
Keel of Murray Rceite Three,
Mrs. Joyce Stalls a Vidor,
Texas, and Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Hicks of Murray Route Three.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Ethel Keel of Lynn Grove, Mr.
artrtMes:1:11.-Thiblin ofVtdor,-Texas, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hayden Bogard of Dexter
Route One. Great great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Novel Ed Wiggins of
Lynnville.

For
---- Your
. Valentine

- DISH GARDENS
IN CERAMIC KITS
Reg.7..95 818.95
Now

Open Sunday 1-4
-Mon.-R-3G to 8:00

Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668

Girls Scouts Featured In
Television Program Sunday
Girl Scouts from around the
country will be featured in a
special television report on an
upcoming episode of Mutual of
Omaha's "Wild Kingdom," to
be shown on WSIL Channel 3,
Harrisburg, Ill., on Sunday,
Feb. 12, according to Myra
Henderson, Field Director,
Bear Creek Girl Scout
Council.
The episode, "Girl Scouting
& The Wild kingdom," offers
a rare insight to the different
wildlife projects that have
been undertaken by the
modern Girl Scout. As host
Martin Perkins stales, -The
future of the world's wildlife
lies in the hands of our young
people, and the work being
done by the Girl Scouts makes
it obvious that it is very much
in the right hands."

This special report opens in
California, at the North
County Wildlife Rescue and
Treatment Center, where Girl
Scouts of the San Diegoare
Council
Imperial
diligently working to help
rehabilitate wild animals that
are injured or orphaned. A
red-tailed hawk with a broken
wing, an undernourished mule
deer fawn, a motherless
racoon and a bobcat with a
broken leg are all shown being
helped by the Girl Scouts at
the Center.
The animals that have been
rehabilitated here are taken to
a Girl Scout camp 60 miles
northeast of San Diego and
released into their natural
environment. Mutual of
Omaha's Wild Kingdom
photographers were fortunate

Insight lecture by U. S. Sen.
William Proxmire will be at
eight p. m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.

to capture on film the
dilemma a coyote experienced
choosing between captivity
and the new freedom within
the sanctuary. Literally
hundreds of animals, after
being seriously injured or
desperately ill, have been
nursed back to health and
released by the Girl Scouts.
The special report then
shifts to the area of the Big
Horn National Forest of
Wyoming, where Girl Scouts
are learning about wildlife
and the out-of-doors at Girl
Scout National Center West.
provides
West
Center
experiences,
memorable
exposing Girl Scouts to such
exciting activities as backpacking, hiking and, of course,
horseback riding.
"Girl Scouting de The Wild
Kingdom" offers a rare opportunity to see what is being
done by the modern Girl Scout
to further conservation and
preservation of wildlife, while
developing her own self
reliance.
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POETRY UBRARY LUNCHEON — Helen Hodges right, and Dr. Bryan Thacker, loft,
were special speakers at the monthly luncheon held Thursday, Feb. 9, at the Calloway
County Public library. Gerry Reed, library staff member, center, was the coordinator
for the luncheon with the therve being "Poetry For Your Enjoyment" Mrs. Hodges,
well known dramatist and reviewer, read from Sarah Teasdale's collection of poems
and also recited from Gibran's "The Prophet." Dr. Thacker, local chiropractor, read
from his collection of poems,"Summer Winds and Snowdrifts," that has recently been
published in paperback The menu for the luncheon, prepared and served by the
library staff, consisted of chili mexicana, guacamole dip with hot tacos, and Opal's
fiesta cake. Carol Ann Simons, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Simons and a creative
writing student at Murray State University, was scheduled to read her own poem,"The
Rainlady,a which has been published but due to illness in the family was unable to be
Moto by Incline a. Gordon
present
•
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Let's Stay Well

Your individual
Horoscope
Frances D.rake
FOR MONDAY FEBRUA
What kind of day will are pending. Stars are generous
tomorrow be? To find out what in that respect.
the stars say, read the forecast SAGMARIUS
given for•your birth Sign.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Fine Jupiter influences. Take
ARIES
sys,(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
e^-lt up the reins and drive straight,
Forethought must be day's strong and with enthusiasm.
to
well-defined
watchword. Make no important Adhere
decisions and sign no procedures, however.
agreements without careful CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201
deliberation.
Maintain an intelligent,
TAURUS
discriminating distance from
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
It is difficult for you to contain those who do not hold to your
yourself at times, but this is one principles while you also aim to
of those days when you MUST. better
understand
their
Otherwise, mix-ups and reasoning.
misunderstandings will ensue. *AQUARIUS
GEMINI
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
t May 22 to June 21) U
A fine chance to put more
You may have to make some strength into methods for
concessions in a business furthering your goals. Your
matter, but the end results will keenness and perceptiveness
be worthwhile. Expect some should help you find new
good news in the p.m.
avenues for exploration.
CANCER „
itISCF.S
(4une 1t2 to July-lit -4-Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
How youyou relate to others will
A thorough reappraisal of
be especially meaningful now. recent activities can be the
Be particularly alert in com- basis for highly improved
munication with_tbase who are future planning. Don't stymie _
important to your interests.
yourself through outmoded
LEO
ideas, methods. Be progressive.
(July. 24 to Aug. 23) 4124A .
1
By going along with your
YOU BORN TODAY are
associates, you can further your endowed with a magnetic
own aims as well. Itrs a dity personality, vitality and an
when teamwork will pay unusual gift of leadership. You
satisfying dividends.
are so extremely versatile that
VIRGO
you could succeed in almost any
RP%
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
field which appeals to you and
You may have to alter for which you educate yourself.
directions.
Don't
fight However, you would probably
necessary changes — especially do best in one ofthe professions.
in plans involvini- futitrir Thsudi caseTiririll be imsecurity.
portant to remember, however,
LIBRA
that you MUST curb an in(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arlo stinctive tendency to be
A good day! Stellar influences dogmatic, er you could alienate
should bring increased prestige, associates. Your flair for the
new friendships, personality dramatic could make you an
development. You can gain excellent trial lawyer or, on the
through others as well as stage, an heroic actor. You
through your own efforts.
could also succeed at writing,
SCORPIO "
statesmanship anti tor) music.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
Birthdate of: Duke de.
Not much planetary help Talle,yrand-Perigord, Fr.
here, so day is practically your diplomat, statesman; Kim
men to mold. Try to conclude Novak, film star; Oliver Reed,
long-term agreements if any actor.
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Ways To Show That
You Love Your Mate
By Abigail Van Buren
1978 by Cmcago Tnbune N

Nqws Synd Inc

DEAR READERS: Tuesday, Feb. 14, is St. Valentine's
Day,so don't say you weren't tipped off in time to come up
with some flowers, an appropriate card, or some
thoughtful little token of your affection for HIM —or HER.
But being lovable is • full-time job, so if you want to
make youtaelf lastingly lovable (and absolutely
irreplaceable), post this checklist where you can see it
daily:
FEMALES:
Never ASK him if he loves you But do tell him often
that YOV love HIM And if you can back it up with several
good reasons why, lay it on!)
Never criticize him in public But if you have a
criticism, be sure it's constructive and offered in the spirit
of helpfulness and love --__IlaVer_ilLaniler
as.put-down.
Clip newspaper and magazine articles that might help
him in his work—or perhaps a cartoon or some amusing
item you think he'll enjoy.
Don't bad-mouth his friends, Or worse yet, his family.
He can't pick his relatives.)
Never keep him waiting.
Every man needs a desk, a cupboard, a closet or nook to
call his own. Don't try to "tidy it up," even though it's a
mess of clutter and an eyesore.
If he likes your hair a certain way— wear it that way.
(Atle-ast When you re wi(E him)
Don't call him at work unless it's very important.
If he eats for drinks) too much, don't nag him about it.
But do remind him in a loving way that you wish he'd take
better care of his body because you want him to be around
for a long, long time.
Develop some interests other than hind. The more
outside interests you have, the more fascinating he'll find
you.
Don't quiz him about where he's 6een or who he saw
when you weren't along.
•
Never try to make him jealous.
Never-lie to-him, If there's something you closet 'dint lei
tell him, reserve the right to refuse to answer, bu U_you
tell him something, be sure it's the truth.
Don't sulk. If something is bugging you, talk it out and
clear the air.
Keep yourself kissing clean from top of your head to the
tip of your toes. A woman can't bathe enough!
Surpritre him mxasionaly. A little love note left on his
pillow, in his lunch pail or taped to his bathroom mirror
will warm his heart.
MALES:
Tell her you love her.
If you like the way she looks, cooks, dresses, walks,
talks, smells—let her know it. You can't compliment a
woman too much. All women need constant reassuring
Never keep her waiting. If you know you're going to be
late, call her and let her know.
Tell her you love her.
Dig up a date for her homely, lonely cousin.
Never try to make her jealous.
Remember your manners,and show her the same respect
and courtesy you give to those you don't know as well
Toil her she's prettier than her mother.
In addition to remembering her on all the traditional
gift-giving occasions (her birthdays, your anniversary.
Christmas and Valentine's Day), surprise her with a small
gift for no special reason.
If you've had an exceptionally wonderful evening, on the
following morning, send her a single rose —or make it a
daisy—they don't tell.
If she:8 fiat-chested and a 38-D walks by, pretend not to
notice.
For no reason at all, walk up behind her and plant a kiss
on her neck.
If you have a criticism to make, do it in private. (And
never in anger.)
Tell her you love her.
p.
Remember,cleanliness is next to godliness, so when you
feel turned on, turn on the shower and jump in!
When you're at a party together, never leave her alone
while you're off being charming with someone else. Most
women are inclined to be insecure and not as aggressive as
men in social situations.
Tell her she is absolutely the most wonderful person in
the world—and she'll believe YOU are!
Now —both of you -At you want to be loved—love! It pays
enormous dividends—and it won't cost you • dime.
Getting married? No matter bow little you have to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding.'
Enclose $1 and a long stamped 124 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
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By FJ L Blasingame. M.D

Rules For Making
Nutrition Simple
People are always Woking for some type of
magical solution to good health. We have been
_told Many- times that one of the secrets to good
health is good dutrition, but"in today's woild, it is
easy to become confused about what is good
nutrition.
This year, the Senate Select Committee on
Nutrition and Human Needs proposed seven simple rules of nutrition.
The rules are: 1) Increase consumption of
fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.
2) Decrease consumption of meat and
increase consumption of fish and poultry.
3) Drease consumption of foods high in fat.
and piffia119 .sastRiite pdlyunsaturata fat for
saturated fat.
4) Substitute nonfat milk for whole milk.
5) Decrease consumption of butterfat, eggs
and other high-cholesterol sources.
6). Decrease consumption of sugar and foods
high-in sugar content.
- .
W):-becrease consumption of salt and foods
'highin salt content.

14: AM. P. R. writes that
she Was a "nenvous wreck"
after making a half-day
automobile trip with a
friend and her husband. He
took delight in using his CB radio to outwit the traffic
pafrelme—ri who were cniising the highway. With assurance that he would
ivoid arrest for speeding,
he drove much of the time
ataspeed:s Over 70 miles per
hour and bragged about it.
— Mrs. P. R. contintica,
Our drimer %eel so in-

-Your Ind v du
.Horiscope,

Frasees Drake
FOR SUNDAY,
FEBRUAIMit
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given Jar your birth Sign.
eye
ARIES --( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A day calling for calmness
arid good judgment. Do not let
unexpected situations ruffle you
and don't let yourself be pushed
into undesirable "corners."
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
What you expect may not be
whaLwu receive — and rnav be
for the best without your
realizing it. Emphasize your
gracious, amenable side: It
wins friends.
GEMINI
,(May 22 to June 21) no10*.Several usetuf Ideas may
come to you now, but not the
opportunity to apply them
immediately. Be patient and
-.try. to _get ahead_ ofyourself.'

volved M his back-andfoith conversations with
other drivers doing the
same, including many
truckers, that he hardly
took part in any conversation with his wife and me. ,
He wastdaying a game of
beating the cops and not
paying much attention to
our safety and that of others on this busy expressway."
<
.41;
- - You, have described
well a very common probliqu_a_highway safety.
Authorities, inclUding
National Safety Council, have long established
that "in fatal accidents, the
principal driver error is
73Peed.'
The 55 Mph speed limit
was inaugurated to Save
-- fuel but a fottithate associ" •
ated result was the re(i&
- tion in fatal accidents. The

_

VIRGO
P
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 IIP t."A
Not a good day in which to
mix business- with pleasure
Rosy promises made in an
atmosphere of congeniality
could prove deceptive..
LIBRA
)-1,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) ='
You may think you have a
project under control, rolling
briskly. Better take another
look for hidden flaws —
anything that could mean time,
energy lost.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22( MeV
You may make a new
acquaintance or renew an old
friendship. Look for those
often belittled. They could make
your day!
SAGITIARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Everything seems to conspire
to engender optimism and
confidence. You should have a
most interesting and inspiring
day.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jim 20)
t.1(
Neither renege on promises
nor attempt too much. There
are tendencies toward both
now. Accept only what your
better sense recognizes7
;
a
tohedaYandgood

Jew

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with personality-plus;
can reach almost unscalable
heights with ingenuity and
dash. You are suited to any field
which brings you in contact with
the public; are a born leader, a
salesman beyond par and, in
anything you do, have a flair for
the drainage. You have a regal
outlook on life, thus may
become too domineering, too
proud, but your innate kindness
and generosity to Others often
offsets these faults. Birthdate
of: Abraham Lincoln, 16th
Pres., U.S.A.; Gen. Omar
Bradley,
Lorne Greene,
TV Mar; -Joe. Gar-agiola, TV
personality.

-•

•

That's right. We want you to bring your attic
insulation up to atleastR49valueso you won'tbe
wasting electricity and paying higher than necessary electric bills during the heating and cooling
seasons.
We'll inspect your home free, and even if you
don't qualify for the loan we'll offer suggestions
That will- help you....save energy whilestaying
comfortable year-round.
If you have electric heat and not enough attic
insulation, we'll lend the money you need to get
the job done. We'll come and inspect it to see that
It's done properly..„ And you'll have up to 36
months to repay the loan in egual payments on
your electric bill.
When you consider what you'll be swing on
ea tng an coo mg cos s, e ins a ton may
actually pay for itself. And after the payback
period, you'll enjoy the energy and money savings
for the lifetime of the home.
Come in and fill out a home ehergy surveyrequest form today. We want to help you save
electricity.

Murra40'I OliveEledr
Syst
ic
em
- Murray, Ky.-4207

pur 2;7tlUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't depart abruptly from a
well-planned schedule, except
where emergency so requires.
P
Roa
Lsc
dn
may be bumpy in part, but
rewards will be sweeter.
Feb. ze to Mar 20)
Don't go against present
trends or you may find yourself
completely out of step with
others. Some of your future
objectives are now taking
shape.

life, more disabilities and
significant* property damage. The innocent, laws
abiding citizens are often
the victims.
More publicity is needed
in the mass media, educaTic accident.fatalities and tional institutions and BY
injuries dropped promptly safety organizations as to
after the national law of 55 the adverse effects of this
mph, they have gradually form of avoidance of safety
increased. According to a and the deliberate cat-andrecent -report by The Na- mouse method of breaking
tional Safety Cowed, mo- the speed limit law. The
tor vehicle accidents speeder — not the police —
caused 47,100 deaths and
must be viewed as the
1.8 million injdries in 1976.
villain. High fines and reThe use of various.elec- vocation of driver's license
tronic devices has resulted _ for severe and repeated
in a widespread practice of
violators should be institutvarious drivers informing ed. A shift in public opinion
each other of the location to bring about -such enof pdlice cars'to try to forcement will be difficult,
avoid arrests for speeding
but the benefits will be
above the limit. Safety has signifiCafirin Ithver tosses
suffered and resulted in a
and,incidentally, in saving
major increase of loss of fuel.

want
e p you
save
electricity.
So we're
offering
you an
interest
free loan.
.

-CANCER
(June 22 to July 23(
If the past week put a drain on
nerves or stamina, ease up to'
recoup energies. Hopes will
brighten, too You have the
ability to combat fatigue surprisingly well.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23,---tatiCZ
Those "best things in life" are
still free for the takers. Salute
this auspicious day with hope,
vigor and enthusiasm for your
most worthwhile interests.

totaWiumber of _accidents
was also reduced because
the slower speed resulted
in a more even flow of
traffic.
While the'number of traf-

Request A Free Home
Energy Survey
7. Please send me FREE the erfergy
self-survey material-so ken see what I
can do to save on my energy costs.

Putting a ceiling ,7] Please have an energy advisor
contact me about doing a FREE energy
on energy waste survey
on my home
and telling me
what I can do to save on my energy
costs through winterization efforts.

idiom a 2 homeowner
0 renter
0 owner of rental property
I heat my home with electrioity, natural gas,
coal. -LP gas. 0od

icnrar oNzt -

tar

Sao.

.21p

'Power distributor
Account No. (if known)
Most convenient time to contact me

TVA's-Hoene 1nsülflon Progratn
..

a
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LOS ANGELES - The performance with ruining the state's economy.
by former Los Angeles police chief
"California has had all of its valves
Edward Davis the night of Jan. 30 in the
turned down by funny littler people
conservative suburban community of
Jerry.. Brown has appointed,7.. he
- - - --- San Gabriel Suggests the arrival of a
declared. - major new political force, carrying
Before the dinner, Davis 'gave us
larger taste, claiming there is, "a
serious implications for California and
perhaps even the nation.
Brown plan"' to "turn the whole state
Conservative Republicans who paid
into a Jerry Brown commune." The
governor has packed the state
$25 for Mexican food at Panchito's
with
agencies
regulatory
restaurant to back Davis's campaign
"terrorists" who "know how to use
for governor were obviously delighted
Dower"
by their . choice. The 61-year-old,
This stronger medicine than is
physically imposing Davis, heavy-set possible from Davis's more liberal,4"
and white-haired, has the star quality to
more- " conventional Republican opexcite Republicans -possessed. by ponents (including state Atty."G,en.nobody here since Ronald Reagan in his
Evelle YOunger and Mayor Pete Wilson
.
first run for governor in 1966.
of San Diego). Democrats fear Brown's
More significant. was what Davis did
attractively unusual personality can be
not say at Panchito's. No raw meat was
pushed over the fine edge into ecthrown out. There was little of what
centricity by the chiefs expert use of
best-known
nation's
the
him
made
ridicule. When Davis caricatured the
police chief: the colorful language, the.
governor's ascetic lifestyle as -Jerry
the
protesters,
against
line
hard
lying on a bed of nails," he forecast to
denunciation of homosexuals__ _
us his future.course.
_
.
and
charisma
of
combination
This
has
that
worry
been
The
republican
restraint has made neophyte officeDavis's invective will carry him - and
seeker Davis, who changed his party
the whole Republican ticket if he is
registration from Democratic only two
nominated - pinto oblivion. He first
years ago, the favorite in the five-man
attracted national attention in 1973 by
Republican primary for governor June
proposing portable gallows to hang
7."A year ago, I laughed at Ed Davis as
a right-wing kook," one Republican-- sky-pickers right at the airports.- Just
last August, Davis told appreciative
operative told us. "Six months ago, I
prison officials: "I always felt the
was afraid he might be nominated and
federal government really was out to
wreck the party. Now I think he's the
force me to hire 4-foot-11 transvestite
bestcandidate we've got against Jerry
morons."
Brown."
Davis's advisers want no more of
The notion Davis might have any
such colorful language, and the chief is
chance against Gov. Edmund G. Brown
cooperating. Whereas six months ago
Jr. this year is privately entertained
he would volunteer the importance of
even by Democratic -,- strategists.
However,11W MOre rearisift.. conderir afiti-gay-rights; Davis now stresses the-more prosaic "jobs" issue - and hosi
among Brown's friends is the'damage
Brown's poliCy reduces employment.
that might be inflicted by' the' freeThree days before the San Gabriel
swing police chief. While unlikely to
dinner, Davis evoked a good response
win, Davis might well cut up Brown
from a black group by stressing jobs. At
badly enough to seriously hurt his hopes
San Gabriel, he supported an antiof challenging Jimmy Carter foi
busing initiative but addld: "I'm no,
President in 1980.
The reason is the them of the Davis_ going to run with it as a platform." He
. "Put the heat to Brown;',-' -holds his tongue in public about his
campaign,
Republican foes t although it slipped out
Davis gave his San Gabriel dinner a
recently that he considers Atty. Gen.
small taste of what's ahead by charging
Younger, still the front-runner but
and eccentric Brown administration

Agree Or Not

0'), S.C.Van Curtm

Legislative
- Restlessness
the new leadership proposal of one
By S. C. VAN CURON
objection is tantamount to
Senator's
unan
is
There
FRANKFORT
dercurrent of restlessness among the requiring a simple majority. It adds
Indians in the Legislature as the 60-day orly another step in procedure.
Senator Richard Weisenberger, Dsession approaches the midway mark.
There have been no open battle lines Mayfield, tried to get his ERA
drawn between the independents and resolution_ recision out of committee,
the administration leadership. One of but failed for lack of a majority. He
the chief indications at this point is that favors the proposal made by Hughes.
Senator Mike Moloney, D-Lexington,
permanent rules took so long to be
not been an administration favorite
Senate.
has
or
House
adopted in either the
Before the session started Senators since last session when he made a
Lowell Hughes of Ashland and John speech on the floor of the Senate opBerry of Ne* Castle made a big for posing the method of issuing personal
leadership posts against the stalwarts service contracts. At that time tie said
of the 1976 session. But their efforts the administration's method of handing
out these contracts on a no bid basis is
were of no avail.
Hughes then took on the leadership in political and labeled it a method to "bill
- --a -bid toliberahze the rules -to- make it up the barrel for Julian Carroll."
In objecting to holding a bill in
easier for a member to get his bill
before the full Senate for a vote instead committee which Rep. Mary Ann
of the leadership strangling it to death Tobine, D-Irvington, had sponsored,
she castigated the "bureaucratic
in committee. —
Hughes wanted the rules amended to system" and its apparent clout with the
permit a Senator to call his bill from administration and the legislative
committee and get it to the floor for full leadership. She said in effect if an
Senate consideration. He was backed in agency head objected to a bill it is
this effort by Senator Walter Baker, R- usually held in committee until it is
dead. She has proposed a bill to permit
Glasgow.
The rules from last session, which an automobile driver to buy a five-year
were adhered to as temporary rules driver's license if he so chooses instead
.this session, provided that the names of of the present mandatory two-year
iive Senators were required on a license. She wants to give drivers an
disc,parge petition to get the question Option.
before the Senate for a vote to take a
POLITICAL FOOTNOTES - First
bill away from a standing committee.
With this hurdle cleared, the rules District VOngressman Carroll Hubrequre that a constitutional majority of bard, D-Mayfield, isrtill jousting with
20 votes out of the 38 in the Senate are Governor Julian Ca 11 and his chiefs
in the Democratic Party. Hubbard
required to get the bill to the floor.
The leadership argument against complains about spending party funds
Hughes' proposal is that such a change to furnish two automobiles at Democrat
in rule would "destroy the committee Headquarters here for the use of party
Chairman Howard P.(Sonny) Hunt Sr.
system."
There is some validity to this and members of the headquarters staff.
argument. The legislative process He also objects to using party funds to
could be clogged with bills of little pay for a Country Club membership
merit that are not screened out by fund for Hunt and his entertainment
and luncheon bills at the club.
committees.
There are complaints among some of
Following this inital defeat, Hughes
proposed that only a simple majority be the Democrat legislators, not conrequired to take a bill away from a sidered with Carroll's inner circle,
ibout the lease deals proposed and
committee.
Hughes had the support of a majority cancelled, the cancelled library deal,
of the 8 Republicans in the Senate and and the renting of a motel here as a
dormitory for Kentucky State
some of his fellow Democrats.
-.
.The latest proposal by the Senate University, _
Some Democratic Party cTaiFm
leadership for rules was that one
Senator can call a bill out of committee out in the state are compliining they
to the Senate floor, but it takes the can't get an appointment with Hunt at
objection of only one Senator to''lay the party Headquarters.
Some legislators, but they appear,to
bill on the clerk's desk." This takes only
a simple majority to get it off the desk, be in the minority, Complain privately
and back on the floor, but when a bill is about Carroll's doing Auditor George
Atkins in by not putting any money in
"tabled" it takes a constitutional vott
the budget for him.
of 20 to get it back to the flop%

dropping. quickly, "as exciting as a
mashed potato sandwich").
In no other Major state would Ed
Davis have a chance. He lacks funds
(although master fwidraistr Richard
Viguerie has been retained), campaign
structure and past party service. But
the California Republican party since
1966 has passed up its own to select such
celebrated conservative ex-Democrate
as Ronald Reagan and S. I. Hayakawa.
Davis's basic strength is revealed by
his own appraisal that "while Texas
tries to be the most conservative State,
California is the most .conservative
state -. for Republicans, anyway."
Given that reality and his own apparent
self-control, the chief has long since
ceased to 'be a laughing matter for
fellow Republicans and may prove
deadly serious business for Jerry
Brown as well.

Echoes From The Past

By Judy Maupin

Looking Back

• (.1 Column. ofhistorical and-renealogiettl
,anecdotes. stories and family notes.

Letters From Dover
10 Years Ago
Kentucky Senator Thruston B.
in Ohio to send such articles as currant
In 1818, the • letter which William
Morton
will visit Murray State
bushes, flour and garden seeds. These
Williams sent back to Ohio dealt, in
University on Feb. 15 to present the
items were to be dispatched to a
part, the decision of the United States to
Senate Youth award to Phillip Kim
merchant at SmithLand, where they
purchase that part of western Kentucky
Smith, senior at the University School,
would be collected. At that time,
and Tennessee known as the Jackson
and to speak to the MU Student Body.
the
cinnerce
was
math
Purchase from the Chickasaw Indians. Smithland
Deaths reported include Frank
cebter oflhe area, headquarters for.,
(An interesting sidelight to this, which
-Cochran
and Mrs.
-&---(Mary)
-on
Ohio,
the
traveling
..was not part of these papers. Jape(41 river packets
Russell. -,-- legend that the money paid to-the in-, .Tennessee, Ciimberland and Clarks
Mrs. Flora Alice Shaver Mathis will
river.
dians, supposedly in gold coins, was
observe her 100th birthday on Feb. 13.
A comment on propriety for ladies
hidden in a spring along the CumShe is the mother of Mrs. 0. J. Snyder,
should be noted here. Williams
berland River. The Spring, known as
the grandmother of Mrs. Rex
remarked in one of his missives that the
the Three Sister Spring, is located near
(improper)
for
it
believed
"impolitic"
Linton, Kentucky,and while it may now
lie beneath the waters of Lake Barkley, his sister-in-law (although she was a
widow with half-grown children, who
it seems that the money._ was never
ltad been looking after herself for
•
several years) to travel by boat for a
Mr. Williams remarked to this was a' visit, since she would have to travel
The Escorts, composed of Jerry and
flourishing country, and if the treaty
unattended (emphasis his).
Jan Crutchfield, Gerald Nelson, and
was passed, would be well populated
In February, 1831, Williams noted
Olin Bryant, tied for first place last
within a few years. He himself had
that the area had been hit by an unusual
night on the Arthur Godfrey Show and
already made provisions to purchase a
amount of snow-more than in the
will appear on the Godfrey CBS
parcel of the newly annexed land wher
previous ten years - it was six inches
Television Show next week. They are
it was put up for sale. This ground is
deep and had covered the ground for
formerly of Murray.
most probably that farm on which he
four continuous weeks.
Deaths reported include Ruff
retired and was later buried.
In 1832, cholera appeared to be
Morgan, age 68.
In 1825, coffee was quoted at 25 cents
widespread, not just in Tennessee, but
Basil Overton of Richmond will be the
a pound, sugar 10 cents a sack, port
as far away as New Orleans and
$2.50 a barrel, and corn 25 cents a
when
Philadelphia. At one point,
bushel. It was in July of 1827 that
Williams had been gone on a buying trip
Williams noted that they had felt "a
to New Orleans, his wife Maria took
tolerable hard earth quake, the hardest
upon herself to write to his brother,
I have felt since 1812." As we know, the
stating that she prayed that Williams
earthquake of 1811-12 was the
was not "laid low" with the disease,
The County Extension Office andevastating shake which resulted in
since he had been gone from home for
nounced today that a six-point soil
Reelfoot Lake.
more than six weeks. As it turned out,
Mail, in those days, was sent by way
conservation and improvement
of riverboat, as was almost everything,
Williams returned home evidently
program was unanimously accepted by
without contracting the dread disease,
since the rivers seemed to be the main
Calloway County farmers cooperating
although he was greeted by the news
source of transportation for both
in the unit test demonstration setup,
that many of his neighbors and
passengers and goods. Interspersed in
according to B. W. Edmonds and R. K.
relatives had not been as fortunate.
the letters were requests for the family
Kelley.

Alexander, and the great grandmother
of Cindi and David Alexander, all of
Murray.
In high school basketball the
Calloway County Lakers beat the
Murray Tigers 54 to 47. High scorers
were Key for the Lakers and Rutledge
For the Tigers.
.Mrs. Josiah Darnell: directed a
Special- musical program presented at
the sweetheart banquet held by the
Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

20 Years Agp

speaker at the gospel meeting Feb. 12 to
19 at the College Church of Christ.
The Faxon Mothers Club will sponsor
a big wrestling card with Danny Dusek
as matchmaker on Feb. 21 at the Faxon
Elementary School gym.
The Murray Knights rebounded from
their lone season loss with an easy
basketball game win over Feast
Construction.

30 Years Ago

The Murray Lions Club entertained
their wives with a Valentine party and
potluck last night at the Murray
Woman's Club House, according to the

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Feb. 11, the 42nd
day of 1978. There are 323 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, the World War H
Yalta Agreement was signed by
President Franklin Roosevelt, British
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and
Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin.
On this date:
In 1531, King Henry VIII was
recognized as supreme head of the
church in England.
In 1744, French and Spanish ships
defeated an English fleet off the
Mediterranean port of Toulon.
In 1808, hard coal was first used as a
fuel-at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
In 1920, the first business session of
the League of Nations_ was held. in
London.

Bible Thought
"Blessed are your eyes, for they
see: and your ears, for they hear."
Matthew 13:16
Jesus is cornmendigg_His disciple*
for their spiritual perCeption If the
Bible is a dull book to you,:perhaps
you have never met the Author; tic
alone can open your spiritual e'es

Isn't It The Truth
Politicians some day will have to
choose between friend and foe, youth
and old age. They cannot continue
much longer to try to serve with nimble
wit both of those divisions of the body
politic. There then will also remain
- still unchampioned, the middle agers- •
intimidated, uptight, voiceless anel
despairing.

In 1971, a treaty banning nuclear
cean 'floor was
weapons from the-bsigned by 63 nations in ceremonies in
Washington, London and Moscow.
In 1967, military rule was imposed in
Peking during civil strife in China.
Ten years ago: The chiefs of six of the
44 provinces in South Vietnam were
fired in a drive by the Saigon government against incompetence and
corruption.
Five years ago: Most foreign money
exchanges were ordered closed in
Western Europe and Japan as major
industrial nations began bargaining
over currency values.
One year ago: President Carter said
he planned to send an American
delegation to North Vietnam to discuss
rniSsilig-American military personnel
and other issues.
Today's birthday: Actress Kim
Stanley is 53 years old.
Thought for today:Every noble work
is at first impossible - Thomas
Carlyle, Scottish writer and historian,
1795-1881.
.rh.
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Rev. Sam C. McKee,club president.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Arkansas State in a
basketball game at the Carr 'Health
Building, Murray. Pearce got 12 and
Padget got 10 for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Wilford of
Akron, Ohio, have been the guests of
her father, Crossland Overby and Mrs.
Overby.
"The Exile" starring Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., is showing at the
Varsity Theatre.

40 Years Ago
A case of infantile paralysis has been
reported this week near Almo by Dr. J.
A. Outland, Calloway county Health
doctor. The county had ten cases last
summer with three deaths resulting
from the disease.
Sheriff Ira Fox and his deputies took
six slot machines from four establishments in the College Addition and
"destroyed them last week. Sheriff Fox
requested the store owners not to
reinstall the machines.
Deaths reported this week include
Udell Perry, age 22, Mrs. Dave Myers,
age 70, Hollis Norman, age 25, and Mrs.
Jodie Adams, age 76.
Buron Jeffrey has been named as
principal of Lynn Grove High School to
take Me place of T. C. Arnett who

resigned to become superintendent of
Calloway County Schools.
E. G. Neale was named chairman
and Richard Walston as secretary of
the Calloway Agriculture Council
organized yesterday at the office of
County Agent J. T. Cochran.
G. R. Jones of Calloway County
terraced 30 acres of land in 1937 and
plans to terrace 117 acres more in 1938
Births reported this week include
twin boys to Mr. and Mrs. Euphrey
Cohoon on Feb.-9 and a girl to Mr.-and-Mrs. Arvin McCuiston on Feb. 8.
The Murray State College Debate
Team defeated Union University,
Jackson, Tn., here on Feb. 7. Murray
team members are Robert 0. Miller,
John Brinn, Paul Lemons, and James
Overby.

50 Years Ago
An average of $12.50 per one hundred
pounds was reported for the sale of
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
Market. The highest basket sold for
$38.00.
Calloway County has a total of 213
students enrolled for the second
semester at Murray State College
which opened on Feb. 1. Over 700
students are enrolled.
Deaths reported include Buddy
Erwin,ege 88, Dr. A. P. Waterfield, age
94, Harold Eugene Trevathan, age four,
and Winston Oury Coleman.
C. H. Moore, N. P. Hutson, V.'H.
Clark, G. B. Scott, Dr. F. E. Crawford,
W. S. Swann, J. D. Sexton, Elbert
Lassiter, and Ben Grogan are members
of the Board of Directors of the Murray

Building and Loan Association.
Forty-five Scouts with their Scoutmaster, Kyle Whitehead, were special
guests of the Murray Rotary Club at
their meeting this week.
Mrs. Mary Ray who was 100 years of
age on Dec. 29 resides with her
daughter, Mrs. Ada Christenberry,
here. Her husband, Jack Ray, died in
1887.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hallet Dunn on
Feb. 7, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Buel
Edmonds on Feb. 8, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hobert Evans on Feb. 2, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Miller McReynolds on
Feb. 5.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
Clara Bow starrincin "Hula."
)•-
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Murray Business News Briefs
—

a ive flawed To WAitsion

lohn

Carter _

NEW YORK — John Mack from female-intensive ocCarter, editor-in-chief of Good cupations, Congress, corHousekeeping magazine, has porations, labor, media and
been named to the National the educational research
Commission on Working community.
Women, a new, two-year, non- The formation of the
governmental advocacy body. commission is the first atCarter is one of 26 members tempt to focus nationally on
of the commission.1—wrsoii_ the status of "pink' and
major funding is through a "blue" collar wornen workers,
grant from the National who make up approximately
Institute of Education(HEW ), 80 percent of the female labor
plus special project funds force (some 40 million
from the Ford Foundation and women) and are concentrated
the Rockefeller Family Fund. in so-called "women's work."
The .commissian-era .Elizabeth ( Libby ) D.
represent grass-roots women Koontz, assistant superin-

son of 414,end Mrk-iblorner
Chariton Of Murray, has
recently been added to the
Engineering staff of NationalSouthwire Aluminum Company (NSA), an aluminum
reduction plant located in
Hancock
County,
Hawesville. He is a graduate
of Calloway County High
School and received his B. S.
degree from Murray State
University in 1970. Since that
time he has worked for
Proctor and Gamble in Cincinnati, Ohio, and General

tendent of education in North -- the two others being
Carolina, is chair of the McCall's and Ladies' Home
commission. Other prominent Journal.
The commission will meet
members are Congresswoman
Barbara Mikulski, Democrat quarterly and will sponsor
of Maryland, and former regional meetings in its efforts
Secretary of Labor Willard to actively promote and kinWirtz, now chairman of the prove the conditions of women
board of trustees of the wickets concentrated in lowNational Manpower Institute. status, low-paying jobs in
Carter's selection stems service industries, clerical
from his extensive in- occupations, retail stores,
volvement in activities on factories and plants.
behalf of women,and from the
fact that he is the only person
Carter, a native of Murray,
to have served as editor of the is the son of the late W. Z. and
top three women's magazines Mrs. W Z Carter of Olive St.

u er ompany,
Evansville, Ind. Charlton will
be a process engineer at the
plant, and is a member of
the American Chemical
Society and the American
Society for Quality Control
He is married to the former
Brenda Jones, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Euin Jones of
Murray, who is medical
secretary fpr Drs. Blackstone
Sr. and jr. at Owensboro.
The Charhons and their
daughter, Stacy, reside at
3936 Yates Drive, Owensboro,
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Prescriptions
Filled Fast!
When you need a doctor's
prescription you don't need
to wait. We'll fill it immediately
. but—still take
care to be accurate! Try us!

FREE DELIVERY

The Clinic Pharmacy
104 N. 5th St. — 753-8302
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FARMERS /
RanCINER3
MULE3CUARD
Choose from a selection of flexible
insurance plans to protect your farm, home,
and personal property.
We can take your choice of MULTIGUARD
coverages and combine them into one
comprehensive package of protection for
your property, plus insurance for most of
the liability exposures you and your family
may face during personal activities.
See us today about a personalized
MULTIGUARD insurance plan for your
farm and family. ,
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The Murray Insurance Agency
Bel Air Shopping Center

Weatherford Returns
From Meeting

Steve
Weatherford,
Manager of the OTASCO store
at Murray, Ky. has just
returned from Memphis,
Tenn., where he attended the
Company's annual spring
meeting
February 5th.
Attending
with
Mr.
Weatherford were Mrs.
Weatherford, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Brandon, Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Hargis, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Landers, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Watkins and Roger
Stubblefield.
The meeting was held at the
Holiday Rivermont with
OTASCO Managers, employees, husbands and wives
in attendance. The meeting
was opened with a luncheon
followed by an afternoon of

presentations
merchandise
covering new spring and
summer items. Sunday
evening the group attended an
awards banquet and dance at
whichtirne awards were made
to outstanding salesmen and
pins were presented to those
celebrating service anniversaries. Other events
included
counseling .on
merchandising, advertising.
customer
service
and
seminars for non -selling
personnel.
1978 marks OTASCO'S
Diamond Jubilee Year 60
years in business). A subsidiary of the McCrory Corporation, they operate more
than • 650 company and
associate stores in a l.3-,%-ite

Milerra" y
Ph 753 1919

Southern and Midwestern
area. Similar meetings were
held this month in Atlanta,
Georgia, Little Rock, Ark.
Tulsa, Okla., Wichita, Kansas,
Biloxi, Miss., and Oklahoma
City,Okla.
OTASCO'S
tremendous
growth
expansion
and
program over the past few
years has necessitated the
holding of seven area
meetings rather than one
combined meeting in Tulsa as
in the past. OTASCO is
headquartered in Tulsa with
an office and warehoUse in
Atlanta, Georgia; also
distribution centers in Little
Rock,
Arkansas;
and
Meridian, Mississippi.
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PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations

"It is
rd to believe that someone can differ
with us and be right"

Michael Charlton

PRINTING

Winchester Services

Phone 733-4731

a

It's good business to protect
your investments with complete insurance coverage.
Call us today.
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"The Businessman s Chsa,,
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February of this -year and
added a Raducah store at
Paducah Shopping Center in
August.
(01-•

about 20,000 books and sell or will be kept on file. When the
exchange • between 3,600 a book comes in, you will be
week. This allows for a wide called. If you want to check to
range of different books for make sure the selection is in
the reader to choose 'from the Store,; you miiY call either
The Book Rack is, in fact, a,
almost daily.
442-5698 in Paducah or 753-4821
paperback
used
and
bookstore
Military"
Mrs.
a
Bailey,
was
"What better gift for....Mrs. Morrissey, "that what is
in Murray.
Technician
the
is
similarity
where
there
Personnel
Staffing
Valentine's Day than to really helpful to a dieter is
Regardless of what you
ends.
worked
The
and
with
-Military
Baileys
pride
themwillingly offer to help a loved recognition of POSTIVE acfavor in reading, the Book
selves
requirements
manpower
for
on
their
operation
of
one lose the weight," asks Kay tions. Praise for all those
the Command Naval Air these book stores. "We are a Rack will probably have it and
The book Rack is part of an
Morrissey, Area Director of temptations met and overfor less. The wide selection
Technician Training Center, family book store," says
organization.
unique
BeginWeight Watchers in Kentucky come are worth double the
Millington, Tennessee. • IeliideiT
Bailey.
Best 'Sellers,
"We
do
not
carry
October,
ning
one
1963
in
with
and Southern Indiana. "But warnings or dissatisfaction at
Pronography
or
other Romances, Westerns, Nonstore located in Memphis,
sometimes, even with the best temptations given into."
Mr. Bailey worked as a questionable materials at all. Fiction.; Mysteries, ,and
intentions, the help can be
Realization that it's natural Tennessee, the franchise has
warehouse and chainstore Mothers can bring the kids in Science-Fiction to name a few.
more destructive than con- to pay more attention to the grown to ___aboUt„ 85 stores
sales specialist for Krey with no fear of being em- eontinues Mr. Bailey, "Many
scattered in more than 13
structive."
negative behavior than
Packing Company, Memphis, barrassed by that type of of these books were owned by
Here is a piece of .basic positive behavior is im- states.J
Tennessee,
and is a Past books on our shelves. We have a little old lady who never
advice from Weight Watchers portant, she said. "It makes
Trhe idea of the Book Rack is Master of the Masonic Lodge a clean, well stocked store. read faster than 50 words a
on the kind of help you can us aware of how easy it is to - that you take
in two paper= in Ripley, Tennessee.
Our Books are in excellent minute."
Offer unhesitatingly,as a very slip into the destructive back.i_and_tracle
them for onp
If yes enjoy reading and
Their liave__and knowledge of concjition_and they_are easy to
specralloAen of arlfittletFto patterns of criticism, instea(F of equatvalue. Or you can
pay book; and desire to work for - get to. Anyone : would feel want to piiihalf-prict or less
-the dl
yea love. of the constructive support(of - cash_for -the books. Prices themselves, led them to comfortable in- shopping for. your Woke,the Book Rack
Dr. ' Richard
Stuart, praise."
range from 10 cents to $1.00.
is where yoil should shop. Mr:
purchase the exclusive Book here."
Psychological Director for
It takes work to break the
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bailey, Rack Franchise for Western
and Mrs. Bailey invites you to
Weight
Watchers
In- habit of giving criticism in- now of Reidland, has brought
• If either store is out of a visit them today in the
Kentucky.
ternational, says the most stead of support. It means the franchise
to this area.
Mr. Bailey'states that the particular selection you may Paducah Square Shopping
powerful thing one person can being aware of the times They opened
their first store Paducah and Murray stores want, your name, phone Center or at the Murray Store,
do
to influence another is to "your Valentine" follows the at 808 Chestnut,
.
Murray, in have a combined inventory of number and the title choice 808 Chestnut.
pay attention to them. A look, prescribed diet. It aL4o might
a word, a gesture from people mean asking_your family and
'r- •
we care about have the most friends to note when you're'
profound effect upon oar giving criticism without
actions, he reports.
realizing it, or even asking
When the people we care for them to join you in your
take notice only of our Valentine's support program.
negative actions, like slipping
Giving true support to a
from a diet, it can be loved one in overcoming any
According to the coffipany's
FORT WORTH, TX —
For the six months ended
destructive. In effect, this difficulty is sharing that Tandy Corporation, parent December 31, 1977, Tandy last annual report, issued for
says that to be notice difficulty, Mrs. Morrissey company of the nationwide reported
sales of $565,366,000, the fiscal year ended June 30,
something negative must be points out, and that is one of Radio Shack store chain,
up 13 per cent over sales of 1977, Tandy's return on equity
done.
the nicest ways of saying "I announced an increase in $.500,373,000
for the same six was in excess of 30 per cent
"We've learned, through love you" year-round.
after taxes for the third
earnings per share of 37 per months a year ago.
Just one of Dr. Stuart's series
Weight Watchers in Murray
consecutive year, and for the
of behavior modification is held every Monday at 6:45
cent to $3.36 from $2.45 for the
Sales in the quarter ad- past two years has been the
techniques taught at Weight p. m. in the First Presbyterian
first six months of fiscal 1978 vanced 13 per cent to $347.2 highest of any retailer on the
Watchers classes," explains Church, 1601 Main Street.
' compared to the same period million compared with $306.3 New York Stock Exchange.
last year.
Over the past five fiscal
million in the same quarter of
year the company's earnings
the prior year.
Strong second quarter
per share growth rate has
"For t* he first time in our
earnings performance was
been a.phenomenal 56.9 per
attributed to a good Christmas history we have exceeded the cent, and their pretax return
selling season combined with one billion dollar sales level
on average invested capital
Before you invest in longtight control of expenses. Per for the most recent twelve
was 57.9 per cent.
term investments. .
share income for the three months," stated Charles D.
Tandy's pretax profit on
especially those that inmonths ended December 31, Tandy, chairman and chief
sales for the first six monthsof—
volve some degree of risk.
Put US to work when
1977 rose 53 per cent to $2.48 executive officer, "and
their 1978 fiscal- year was
.. you should have a liquid
looking to sell your
another
compared
to
$1.62
per
record
share
in
year
of
sales
is
which
cent,
16.9
given
per
as
^
reserve equal to about six
goods. Our staff is
the Christmas quarter of are in prospect for the fiscal
als—o— higher than most other
months net income.
on hand to help you
year
fiscal
1977.
ending
June
30,
1978."
retailers.
by Bill Boyd
create ads that get
results! Call us now!
The ideal "liquid reserve" is a savings account with us.
We pay interest on your money and you can have cash
ethergencies whenever you netx127—
Are all paperback book
stores alike?
The answer to that question

102 North 4th Street — Murray, Ky. 42071 — 753-5397
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John Mack Carter

By KEVIN PENICK
in the'final period of play after
Ledger & Times Sports Writer letting Rhodes score two on
a
Tiger fans were hanging to fastbreak down the court.
the edges of their seats Friday
"We had to adjust our
night as Murray High edged defense and put
more
past Hickman County 40-39 in pressure on the ball. We
went
the final seconds of action. to the press late in the
game
Host Murray High was led tO and it helped us as it has
many
—via-Ori.lby-fiirWard Ed -Hai.: •limes," said Coach Miller.
,court who scored seven points
Willie Perry scored from
in the last quarter of play.
underneath the basketball for
Five of the seven points Murray and the score
was 37were made from the free 32. The Falcons snatched
the
throw line in just six attempts ball and flew down
the court to
at the basket. Howard Boone score on a layup with
5:25 left
contributed two important in the ballgame.
points gained at the foulline.tri
T* Tigers-were not caught
the Tiger effort. Murray's free napping; however,
and Perry
throw Shooting has improved scored
again. Falcon Odis
steadily since the first of the .
ithen then went to the line and
year and they may well at- scored one on the
front end of
tribute their win to their 65 a bonus situation
and Murray
percent-plus average from the called a timeout.
line in the game.
The Falcons began to fade
Action
was
steady as their already slow pace
throughout the first quarter as lagged even more.
Murray
the Tigers gained an early -Only shot 34 percent
from the
seven-point lead which the field compared to
Hickman's
Hickman County Falcons 43 percent, but, the Hickman
whittled away to two points average was just not good
before the buzzer to end the enough.
period at I-3-1 I.. . .
• ••
-Beene-went Awtheinie and
"It's Hickman County's
to slow down a ballgame
and they will slow you down
too, if you are not careful.
They slow down and make you
play their game-and that's just
Tonight's Schedule
what we 'Md. We-slowed down
Mayfield at - MURRAY
and played their game for HIGH by two
about 30 minutes," said
Fulton City at HICKMAN
Murray coach Cary Miller.
COUNTY bY 11
••
•
• The Faleons may not have
Carlisle County at ST.
ayed--a - runn. g game but
my
they were murder under the
Lowes at WINGO by six
haat-U-8s they Mooped down
TILGHMAN at Marshall
with rebound after rebound., County by.five
-Things were just peachy, or
Season Record: 86-25
.perhaps "berry" would be
DOUBLE TEAM REBOUNDING — Roger Scott (25) of the falcons goes-up to try for a retrieve
more accurate, for the
while the Tigers are doubled up inside with Ed Harcourt (11) and Howard Boone (41) fighting
Falcons as guards Jim Berry
Scott.
and Edward DeBerry along
with forward Roger Rhodes
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
managed to pull Hickman out
of the hole and give them a Harvey. Glance's record,
four-point lead at halftime performance in the long jump
and firstplace finish in the 607
with the score at 21-17.
Both teams scored eight yard dash, combined with a
HY KEN RAPPOPORT
whits in the third quarter as 440-yard record set by Willie
That high-voltage pairing—because—)in'
AP Sports Writer
Murray continued to play Smith, -Ted Auburn toa lopmoving.
But in the second half
Its basketball's version of was assured tonight after each
Hickman
County's kind of sided victory in the U.S. Track
I thought_our defense bothered
the Hatfields and McCoys won games Friday night in the
and Field Federation national
ball. Roger Scott covered the
them
a
opening
little
round of the Timesbit."
when Virginia and Virginia
indoor meet.
defensive
boards
superbly
for
In the only other gamt
Tech start shooting at each Dispatch Invitational TourJudges unanimously chose
involving a ranked team the Falcons and the quarter
nament in Richmond.
other.
Glance as the outstanding
ended
with
the
score
at
29-2.5
Virginia, the nation's 13th- Friday night, No. 5 UCLA
It will be an old-fashioned
male athlete. For the best
continued its domination of with the Falcons on top.
team, defeated
dogfight," says Virginia ranked
performance in the women's
Murray's
Tigers
turned
it
on
California by beating the
Coach Terry Holland, "I hope Richmond 68-42 and Virginia
competition, they picked
Golden Bears 78-64.
everybody has their rabies Tech turned back Virginia
14ancy Shafer of the Florida
Commonwealth 71-63 in a pair
Virginia broke away to a 31shots."
track Club, who won the mile
12 halftime lead over
of desultory games.
and two-mile events.
"We just froze," said
Richmond, was up by 25 points
Auburn easily won the
Richmond Coach Carl Slone. midway through the second
men's division, while Florida
PROJECT
Former
Murray
High
"They are just too big and
half and coasted home. Jeff
State ran away with the
INDEPENDENCE
strong for us. They made us Lamp and Lee Raker led the basketball star Brett Harcourt
What is Project
women's division, piling up 86
play the way we did. They took
Virginia scoring with 17 and 16 is makiitg a big contribution to
points. Tennessee State was
Independence? --success
the
the
of
16-3
David
us out of the game in the first points, respectively.
second with 44.
Project Indepen15 minutes."
Les Henson scored 10 of his Lipscomb basketball team.
dence is a demonIn
a
recent
81-70
win
over
Richmond was obviously 16 points to ignite a secondstration project for the
overmatched against one of half rally that carried Virginia Lambuth, Harcourt helped
elderly in the Jackson
-the—Atlantic Coast Con- Tech over Virginia Com- seal the game by hitting three
Purchase. .It
is
of three field goal attempts
ference's better teams, and it monwealth.
designed to help older
and four of five shots from the
didn't
help
David
matters,
Greenwoo
either,
d
scored
20
persons remain in
when the Spiders shot in- points and Roy Hamilton 19 as line. He finished with 10 points
their awn homes as an
consistently.
UCLA beat California. It was in the contest.
alternative to entering
Harcourt, a freshman
We
played
hard
and
very
ilmin4 38th strahtht
institutional facilities.
-giter4-,--46-- -averaging-._7.2_ _
good defense," said Holland. victory over Cal dating back
Who is eligible?
minutes of playing time per
to
1961.
But
Richmond
had
very
a
Persons who:
Elsewhere,
hard time putting the ball in
Kevin game. He has been in 15 of the
1. Are age 60 or
Bisons' 19 contests. He has
McDonald
the
basket,
that
and
scored
36
made
points
our
to
older, AND
taken
only 13 shots from the
defense look better."
pace Penn over Yale 96-78;
2. Need services to
field and made nine of them
Gary
In
Winton'
first
the
game,
s
Virginia
26
points
led
remain in their homes
Tech started slowly but put Army over Rochester 88-44; for a field goal percentage of
such as household
VCU away with a strong Michael Edwards and John .692 which is the best on the
chores, meals, health
second-ha
Wilbanks combined for 51 club.
lf performance.
needs, transportation
From the free throw line,
points
"It
and 21 assists to lead
was
big
a
game
ball
for
and others), AND
Harcourt
has made 25 of 31 for
Pan
American
both
teams
past
and
Denver
I'm elated
933. Can not get the
an .806 accuracy mark.
with
win,"
the
said
Coach
VP!
services from any
Charlie Moir. "We've been
other source.
playing poorly lately and I
If
you
have
thought both teams were
questions
about
ragged in the first half..
Project Independence
"We _didn't __operate efcall Bonnie Ashby at
fetitrely against their Man-to753-5362.
man defense in the first half

sunk both of his free throws to thirty seconds of suspenseHarcourt sunk the first of
make the score 31-35 and the filled play yet to go. The the two free throws and in
Tiger fans came alive as the Tigers intercepted a Falcon doing so scored the winning
home team drew within four pass and Harcourt was fouled point for Murray as he
put
points of their opponents.
and Murray took a timeout. them farther ahead at 40-37.
Perry was the next to score They came back into the game Rhodes scored once more for
as he tossed in jurrinirirOm Ia. Harcourt
calmly the Falcons before the buzzer
the left side of the basket to -displayed his form at the line sounded to give Murray
the
narrow the Hickmaiv-County._ .and sunk both• baskets to give yktory by Vi.e narrowest
lead to two points and Murray the Tigers a precarious two —possible margin.
was back in the ballgame with point lead at 39-37 as the crowd
"We just couldn't sink those
three minutes and forty went wild.
freethrows when we needed
seconds,of action left in the
Hickman players could not them most. We basically
game.
penetrate the tight Tiger played a good sound game."'
Harcourt scored the two defense and eventually Hickman coach Dale
Ray
points that tied the game as he Murray gained control of the commente
d.
went to the foul line with 2:25 ball. A timeout was called
Murray, now 8-7, takes on
On the clock. Perry fouled out with the clock showing 39 Mayfieldjteretonight and
and big Falcon DeBerry went seconds in the fourth quarter.
then again at. Mayfield next
to the charity stripe and
The ball was put into play Tuesday night Mayfield is
scored on both attempts at the and Berry of the Falcons ranked as one of
the top ten
basket making it a 37-35 fouled Harcourt and picked op teams in the state.
Falcon lead.
his fifth personal foul of the
"We are lookipg forward to
Harcourt sunk one from the contest. Murray took another a good game and a good
crowd
top of the key to equalize the timeout with just twelve Saturday night,"
Coach Miller
score at 37 with a minute and seconds left on the clock.
added.

Cage
Predictions

Swift
Kursave
Totals

0 0 1 0
1 0 0 2
16 8 16 40

Itelmtan CoCinty .
11 10 8 14- -19
13 4 8 1S-40
Murray High Pretirtunary
HiClutlee
County 2845
'
,

Hatfield-McCoy Shootout Set

Henry W Block

We are income tax specialists. We ask the right gum:Ions. We dig for every
honest deduction and
credit. We want to leave
no stone unturned to make
sure you pay the smallest legitimate tax. That's
Reason No. 1 why we
should do your taxes.

Harcourt Playing
WellIn College

more and more people will be
turning to the' electric heat pump
tor efficient year round comfort
trom two reliable energy sources
— electricity and the sun.
The heat pumps major attraction is its ability to actually draw
the sun's warmth from the atmosphere and pump it into your home
--even on cloudy days or when
the temperature drops way down.
frrifITS region, the Central electric

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
kawAA0 COT amd JONI SISNONS OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST.

KEEP 'EM HONEST HOWARD — Murray's Howard Boone
elbows just a bit in an attempt to power inside while Roger
Scott (25) tries for the block and Edward Defterry (00) is also
In on the action.

PRONE 153-1514

JUNIOR LEAPER Ed Harcourt of tile Tigers goes flying in as
Jim Berry (11) of the falcons trails. Harcourt scored 13 paints
to puce Ste Tiger offensive attack.

753-9204
OFTICE HOURS:
9 am to 6 pm Weekdays
Sam to 5 pm Sat.

heat pump actually produces two
units of heat for each unit of electricity it uses. This means that,
compared to central resistance
heating, you can cut your heating
bills in half. And in summer the
heat pump will cool your home like
central air conditioning.
See us for more information
about the electric heat pump —
one answe
. r• to the energy
squeeze.

=West Ky. Rural Eledric
Everyone Is Welcome Regardless of
the Brand of Microwave You Own

903 Arcadia St.

ako
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REST GAME - Glee Atm(33) of tbalakers goes Hybl in
for a fastbreak basket sa teammate Ricky Garland moves It
from the side. It assubm• been Olive's best game of the
season as he hit for 14 pilots, polled down 10 rebounds and
'
cleated out five assists:-

tP
11
8
13
: 0

0
2
1 40

• POWER DRIVE - Gene Dole Lockhart powers down the lane
for two points while Doryl Bushrod (24) waves for the boll and
Steve England of Sedalia watches the action. Lockhart had 12
points for the Laker:.
(Shift MIOYOS by Mike Broolsal

ROARING DOWN the laneferitkii-iis is drive is Randy McCallon as he goes in to shoot over 6-8 Barry Marine (54)
of Sedalia. Others in the picture include Jim McBee (52) and
Pat Wray (22).

By MIKE BRANDON
Randy McC,allon with 10 defense began clicking and
Ledger & Times Sports Editor points and 10 assists? Or how when it did, the offense really
Sometimes it takes the about Glen Olive with 14 kicked into gear.
sewed-en a rebound#
worst to bring out the best. points, 10 rebounds and five
Such is the case with the assists? And for that matter, McCallon on a fastbreak,
Calloway County High School how about Daryl Bushrod with Lockhart powered inside for a
boys'basketball team.
21 rebounds and 20 points and basket_then. 8icCallon and
After an 80-61 drubbing at -Jimmy lamb and Gene Dale Lamb each hit two free throws
Lone Oak
Tuesday night,;_. beekhart with_-_12. -points fOr 4 34-23 Laker lead at
_
— hatf011_te.
Clayton apiece?
Laker_itch
Hargrove was anything but
Sedalia was no push-over. "T&E-the Lakdis came out
pleased with the play of his Just Thursday night, they had with the seine type of
team, if he could call it that. It beaten Hickman County to aggressive play at the opening
was more like individuals record their third win in 12 of the second half and ran off
six consecutive points to go
rather than a team.
decisions.
Whatever Hargrove told his
'I think the game Thursday_ ahead 40-23.
players in a closed-door may have taken a iitUe out of - For the rest of the game,the
meeting after- that Tue.day_ussz4404,40,sek.juta_gra lead varied from.12 points up
to the highest,-margin, -21
game certainly had an in- sait
spiring effect as Calloway
"We got'a little upset with Points which came on two
County played its best team ow-selves and we started' occasions in the finAiper0.4"We weren't really menball of the season with a making too many turnovers
highly-impressive 72-54 win at during the second quarter. tally ready tdplay this game,"
Sedalia.
Then we gotdown by 13.or 14 Wray said. "We haven't been
With the exception of the points and just couldn't make' in school for four weeks now
and it makes it kind of tough,"
first 10 minutes of the gamei up for it.
when, the scrappy Sedalia , Getting, Jim McBee and, said Wray,_ who also coaches
team made a game of it, the Steve England in foul trouble the Lady Lions.
"You practice and then go
Lakers were in complete early in the game hurt us. We
control of every phase of the just couldn't match them on home and get ready to go
again. Ws-last- not a good.'game. They ran the fastbreak the boards," Wray added.
with precisiondheydki some
Calloway had an over- situation. We made too many
'beautiful passing ilitttliey hit whehning -65-S Tiehouiwt-4W-VarTurfretraltd that's what
thenpenpeople_
Vantage as they_crashed ti e,. haDDens when you haven't
"Anytime you have all five offensive boards better than been playing regularly," he
starters score in double they have all season. Bushrod added.
For the Lakers, who are now
figures, you have to be was particularly impressive
pleased," Hargrove said. under his own backboard as 10-7 on the season and will be
"Everybody had a good game several times he tipped_ in idle until they host a tough.
üfton County' 1aiIekt
and it was a total team effort. shots.
The team play along with the
It was close until about- Friday, it was almost- a per.
rebounding were the keys," he three minutes were left in the fect game.
There were few turnovers
added.
first half as the Lakers
Teahl play? How about holding a 24-23 edge. Thenthe and M

not up to full strength, gave
the
Lakers
excellent
leadership_ at the _guard .apot
along with Olive.
"I really felt Olive and
Lockhart had outstanding
games. Lockhart was five for
seven from the field. We didn't
have that ,_good of night
hut
shooting-km.0e out
we certainly made up for it in
other ways.
"This may have been our
best game of the season. As
embarassed as I was with
them Tuesday, I am as proud
of them for the way they
-Played wOight,"^
added.
For the Sedalia boys, who
have two starters from Cuba--and thus the weather has
made it difficult for Wray to
get everyone to practice,
Wray scored 14 while Dale
Sony and Marc Dublin added
13 and 12 respectively.
CALLOWAY son

fg ft pf tp
6 2 2 14
4 2 1 10
10 0 3 30
t"?1=11=111
4 4 2 12
0 1
0 0 1
30 12 Li 72

cure
24cCallon
Bushrod
Lockhart........

Gerund .........
Darnell
-Totals
MOLY NM

fg ft
82
4 5
2 0
2 0
7 0
2 0
,1 1
23 8
"'MI 11 16
U 11 it

Dublin ''
Seay
11114IL
?
Trawls
Totals
Calloway

pf tp
3 12
0 13
4 4
4 4
2 14
1 4
41 8
14 54
21-72
4)-111

HOT HAND - Andrea Morris (24) of Sedalia, who has been
one of the top players in the region over the past several
years, goes up over Melissa Miller and Stephanie Wyatt (30)
for two of her 18 points.

Laker Girls Now 1
Lose 57-45 Al Sedalia

Said Lion coach Ken
"The game with Lowes took a
lot out of us and we were hurt
by the fact Gargis couldn't
play. She's one of our bigger
girls and started last year. We
had to go with Penny Wray but
she came through and had a
good game for us," added the
Lion coach, who is also the
The kind of whistles the
father of Penny.
Laker girls have been getting
"Flood and Morris, our two
have been coming from
seniors, really played well for
basketball officials and it's
us and sparked us in the last
getting to the point of being
quarter and both of them
almost ridiculous.
really got on the boards. I
Again, the Laker girls were
Going into the last quarter, think Calloway County may
- beaten from the free throw it was only a 41-34 Sedalia lead have tired in the last quarter,"
Imneas they Iota.a _57-46 game but the LK}
,Lions came out added Wray.
--ittSedallii-friclay night
and scored the first'six points
It was not really-the factthe
- In the first half,three of of the final period to expand' Lakers tired in "the last
the Laker starters had three the margin TO 47-34 and the quarter that accounted for
fouls. Within the First few Laken, could not get any Sedalia pulling out to a
minutes-a-the seeidd half, closer than the final_ Itcaint comfortable working margin.
four of the Laker starters had difference.
Calloway, getting hacked
four fouls.
Sedalia, 94 on the season inside when they tried to
after losing by 12 points to penetrate, made just three of
Once in the game, Laker
powerful Lowes Thursday, ?A field goal attempts over the
coach Marianne__ Davis
had excellent scoring as final eightininutes.
slammed her foot down on the
'rime and time again, the
floor. She too received a Andrea Morris scored 18
Janne Page 16, Jennifer Flood ball rolled -off the side of the
15 and Penny"Tray eight.
rim and time and time again,
foul. And when she arose from
shots
hit off the back of the
her seat, she was hit with
Both teams were not at full
rim
betiticed off.
and
have
another one.
girls
strength. The Laker
Wray said that his team has
- At the time of the two had leading scorer Mina Todd
technicab, Calloway trailed out for the past four games missed a lot of practice time
28-25 in the first half. By the along with forward Renee due to the snow and he feels
time the whistling had all Overbey who was injured in his team has not started to
ended,, Sedalia had four free the loss to Marshall Count!, peak yet. He said if the Lady
throws on the board and a 32- Wednesday and will be Lions can keep playing then
come up with three or four
25 halftime
sidelined for the season.
District
The Laker girls never
Sedalia played without days off before
Could
team
Tournament,
his
recovered. They
tried starting center JoJo Gargis.
valiantly but just couktift get,
sprylyed the storm." Possibly be ableto give Lotves
a rtiii for the money.
Calloway County, which
started'off winning its first 11.
games, has now lost four
consecutive contests. The
Lakers got 19 points from
Rose Ross in what was easily
the junior guard's best game
of the season.
"I felt we played an outFreshman Andy Vince of Murray State took first place ill
standing game,"-Laker coach
the 200-pound and under division of the shot put at the MasonMarianne Davis said. "We
Dixon Games in Freedom Hall at Louisville Friday night.
played well and our defense
Vince, who arrived just last month from England, threw
really!did a good job. We may
the shot 50-10.
have been a little shy -on the
A new school record in the shot put was set by Stan Simrebounding but when Wyatt
mons who was fifth in the over-200 division with an effort of
has a sprained ankle and
52-11,eclipsing his own school mark of 52-10 set last season as
everyone else is in foul
a freshman.
trouble, what can you expect'
Freshman Everton Cornelius wes third in the long jump
"By the early part of the
with an indoor personal best mark of 23-71
/
2 and Axel Le.itmayr finished fourth in the high jump,clearing 6-8.
In the only track event thtt Racers were entered in, freshman Jerry Odlin took second in the 3,000-meter run with an
outstanding time of 8:17.3 while Brian Rutter was seventh in
8:33.
The Racer distance-medley relay team,one of the finest in
Shirley's Florist
the nation, will be in feature spotlight tonight
Ioe
Entered in the event are Tennessee, Murray State, WisconValentine's
sin, UTEP, SRJ and Indiana. Last week at the Indiana
Day
Relays, Wisconsin was only two seconds off the world record
3,7; 1
of 9:38.4.
We
Dave Rafferty was to have run in the 1,000-meter feature
Deliver
but stayed in Murray because of the flu.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Calloway County girls'
basketball team has been
attracting a lot of whistles
lately. HoWever, they aren't
the kind of whistles attractive
young ladies normally
receive.

any breaks at all: They did et
a sprain though. Starting
renter Stephanie Wyatt
twisted an ankle and gamely
managed to play the rest of
the contest.
Some of the fouls-were very
penny-annie type of fouls that
usually aren't even called in
church league games. At
halftime, it was 18-11 in favor
of the Lakers...in the foul
department and that's not
even including the twin
technicaLs.

TO SHOOT OR NOT TO SHOOT - Mimi Winchester pauses
and tries to decide whether to shoot or not to shoot. She
decided not to and dealed the bell off inside for on assist.

third offtiliWkr, Fellicia Pinner,
Wyatt, Melissa Miller and
Susie Imes all had four fouls.
Maybe girls aren't supposed
to play aggressive ball but we
think they should be allowed
to.
"There were three times I
felt Melissa Miller cleanly
blocked shots with one hand
and she was called for the foul
each time," Davis added.
The Laker girls will get a
tough test when they play at
Mayfield Monday in a 5:15
p.m. contest.
Calloway Girls
fg ft
1
lines
-7 5Ross
2 2
Pinner
3Wyatt
4 1
Redden
Miller
-.11 1
1 S
Winchester
III II
P. overbey

pe Ito

V 3

4- it
6
4 7
3 9
4 1
3 0
2 0
IT-11 -3S-'45

Totals

balm Skb
Flood
Page
Wray
Morris
Miller.

-

clbtal • .

--.if
6
2
6
•
17

7 It
3 tl
ft
5 4 15
4 5 8
6 518
1 2 1
n
37

--IL 32 1/•_13,-. A

_

BUSY LADY - Felicia Pinner was a busy lady Friday night.
Here, she goes up for two points as Andrea Morris (24) and
Janne Page (42) watch. After the game, Pinner left for
Louisville where she will participate in the Moson-Dix on Games
today.

Vin_ce Takes First

eooluncirit3
1st Anniversary Sale
Begins Monday at 9:30 a.m.
Large Selection Hardback Books

1/2 Price or Less

Bibles & Reference
Inspirational & Poetrs
Children's Beriks
Sports
Cookbooks
Decorating & Antiques
Nature& Animals
Classics R. Novels
New Paperback 50'
Used Paperbacks 3i'1'
Used Hardbacks sr
All New Record Albums l/2 Price
All used Albums 75' each
All Greeting Cards'2 price
733-7222
(null Square k4titt,1

At Mason-Dixon

see McDonald's*in a different light.
At McDonald's, we like to do
everything we can for you. That's
why Valentine's Day night is
Candlelight Dinner at Mcdonald's.
And you're cordially invited to come
enjoy our world famous food with
all the romance of candlelight.
You can be sure the cost wTh be
extraordinarily modest.
So, bring your loved ones.
Ufa 40tt an tor you
•

McDonald's
gi
,
911.1148MOIKOMPOO1
.
1•2

117 U. lttli
liwray,
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-The-----blatianal
posters includes eight, He" x
Education Foundation -has 11" black and white reprints, Tuekey
,
14140E-44494:SeniarTecentb-intredticed--9---new- three-hole punched, for
rikkosme.ipaboormo
program which strongly student notebooks. These McBrayer, B.M:E; NASAcounteracts
anti-hunting poster reductions have line Marshall Space Flight Center;
sentiment II) America. Anti- drawings of the subjects, so Senior Wildlife Education
,•
hunting attitudes exist that young students may Specialist. -Lewis Nelson. Jr..
.•
"•;:r"
•
primarily because most "color" the animals.
Ph.D. University of California
-.IT:: •
.Americans do not have a
The total wildlife Education Cooperative Extension;
understanding
of
'realistic
'
Poster package also includes Senior- Xerospace- Engineer;
.
";
:
.• ""1"
wildlife's basic needs. In an a color 3" vinyl, pressure'Walt Powell, M.S., NASA-Jet
.
•••'•••
1."...
.:
::̀,...M3Z•••• • •
;
effort, therefore, to provide 'Sensitive decal, and a color Propuliiiil,,tab;
r - • / wt.
.••• •
*4:.•
more understanding about iron-on T-shirt transfer. Both Biology Professor, David E.
it It
•—
.... •.4.
wildlife; this reogrim has graphically state the chief sarnuel, Ph.D., West Virginia
41
,
element of the posters which University; Wildlife Biologistbeen initiated.
A series of Wildlife is: "Habitat Is The Key To Art Director, Wayne Trimm,
•
+a
r .
airs draiutuirass
,Echialipn Posters are now Wildlife Survival." This Ph.D., New Yak Department
4 -.A"
complete,
available. The posters were
proffiSlonally _of_ -Environmental (tonspecifically .created to in- produced wildlife, education ."ervation.
troduce to the general public kit cost only $6.00. The exThis project was funded
Netsonig
•
HA111111
the proven principles of tremely low price is possible prircuirily frorn the National
W waft
$ THE KEY 10
Education
scientific wildlife only becaUse the National 3owhunter Defense fund
Fandebon.
management, especially Wildlife Education Foun- administered by the National
•s,on.••
dation is producing the pedals Bowbuntsr,----E.41tostion
edatantralireriu
r1W-l
anngMei
people of this country.- Foundation. :Other
- as_ a no-profit service.
WILDU/1 POSTEPSWIMILAIItt Twooklii-eight
fig* color postiii-produced by the Nationd....
These Wildlife Posters are organizations which have
Each set of Wildlife
-;";•‘;•jS.
Field Archery Association are shown above. Others feature Black Bear, Raccoon, Cottontail Rabbit and CarEducation Posters consist of the result of almost two years' donated funds to this nonprofit
dinal Another is concerned with "How Wildlfe Becomes Endangered' and the final one deals with
eight, 11" x 17" posters in full volunteer effort on the part of cause include The Fred Bear
population effects and the difference between 'Wildlife Conservation' and "Widile Preservation." Many
color. Six of the posters ten dedicated conservationists Sports Club, The Pope and
other teaching aids are included in each kit which is priced at $5.00 each and are available from the Nationid
Sv I
'concentrate on individual from eight states. Six of the Young Club and -the National
Widife Education Foundation, Route 2, Box 514, Redands. California. These kits make ideal donations from
• Iss
parents or grandparents or from sportsmen's organizations to the school classrooms. Donate sets to your
.species, the Whitetail- Deer, men are professional wildlife Rifle Association. -The
whoa
Black Bear, Raccoon, 'Cot- biologists, two with Master National Wildlife Education
tontail
Degrees
and four with Doctors Foundation is a special nonRabbit. -Wild Turkey
•
_
and Cardinal. Easy to un- Degrees in Wildlife, Theis --profit foonsdation established
rt7;
Field Archery
•
the -Peat alPresent,_ Iden- .Public Relations: Committee Associatkala administer the
tification, Characteristics', of. the.. Botrhuntinir?-elid-'--,. ednagtow pregrani and other
Habitat, Breeding, and Range 'Conservation Division of the projects of this nature.
and Distribution, of each Nationla Field Archery displaytti 'by
schools,
Association. They include:- libraries, churches,' youth
animal.
The two remaining posters _ Committee Chairman, Max organizations, environmental
Today, more than ever hearings into anti-hunting and suffering, then let them
explain important principles 3reiner, Jr. B.E.D., Ad- organisations,
sportsmen's before, knowledgeable people carnivals have resulted in
the examine that subject from a
related
wildlife vertising and Promotion organization and hunter recognize the
to
role trapping stalling of "a significant different angle, natural
Jelinirrg.
management .One poster 1U Director of
education instructors: If yeti 'stays hrwildlife research and—Inti
nber-of-,wwilor Pieces of pintiuxi.
irounen
:
ft
Inc.,
tiwv,concerned with '.'How Wildlife pOuiid BEn
or your group are interested in management, population • conservation legislation
There is no concern for life
There are over 201Ldlidlisct by` a g,allinule suddenlY ap- Becomes Endangered," while Ecologist, Jack Clark, Phg., obtaining these posters, send dynamics
and the nation's dining the Congress." In a among wild birds and
spectes of fish in Kantockjes- pearing from the marsh might iba_ other_ deals , with
taL
_sai.__.(Crilifornia
per
$5-00
economy, imist-Fbe placed -in--2-kiter- to Field7-&--Strenw,---anirrialS. They do'not live in lakes and streams. The possibly bring home more fish population dynamics and the sultants; Harold Hite, M.S., residents add 6 per cent sales perspective
with other uses of Congressman Dingell wrote, perfect harmony as some selfcommonwealth's fields and and game,but I wonder if they difference between "Wildlife Associate Dean for Oc- tax) to: National Wildlife North
America's resources. "In fairness, I no longer deem proclaimed "experts" would
forests support at least 60 enjoy themselves as much as Conservation" and "Wildlife cupational Education of Education Foundation, Route
On the other hand,there are her a -responsible con- want us to believe, but rather
Westark Community College; 2, Box 514 Redlands,
mammal species and over 300 the outdoorsmen who do allow Preservation."
some opponents to trapping, servationist or a person to all prey species live in condifferent kinds of birds live in themselves to be pleasantly
In addition, each set of Wildlife Biologist, Ted Lynn, California 92373
with emphasis on the leg-hold whom I can in the future look stant fear of the predator.
or migrate through Kentucky. sidetracked by what's going
trap, whose means and ex- for any intelligent comments Foxes will search for a nest of
penditures have raised on matters involving con- young rabbits, eat some, and
Add reptiles, amphibians, on around them.
However, most really good
questions
relating
to ser..ation...and I think her carry others to their den to
insects, trees, shrubs, wildhunters and fishermen are
professional wildlife activities here in the Congress feed their young. Opossums
flowers, geological features also knowledgeable
management. It is ironic they have effectively divorced her and racoons search the trees
the wealth and variety of our
naturalists. Although they
have not responsibly con- not only from the mainstream .fer eggs and young of song
natural landscape staggers
might not be able to give the
cerned themselves with the of conservation activity, but birds.
the imagination.
scientific name of even one
facts.
Their use of emotional also from the respect and
Loot and plunder is the
Visit a stream or walk plant, animal or fish, they
advertising in magazines and attention of most members of predator's way of life. If they
through the woods with a have acquired, through years
newspapers and the not-so- Congress working in the field ever have the opportunity to
biologist or naturalist and a of keen and questioning obexpert opinions of celebrities of conservation of resources." view an incident of predation,
whole new world suddenly servation, both a storehouse of.
on TV talk shows has enabled
There are many areas in would they have a symappears. The trained eye sees outdoor lore and a broad and
them to create a following wildlife management that are pathetic feeling for the
things the average person deep appreciation of nature
among those who have had not particularly pleasant and wildlife species being eaten or
never notices, reads the story and her ways.
little actual contact and ex- perhaps trapping is one of would their concern still
of life and death in what apSo among the many well
perience with wildlife. These them. However, as has been remain with the possibility
pears to be a peaceful meadow intentioned resolutions most
people know little of the pointed out, trapping, and the that someday that same
and finds drama beneath the of us make at the beginning of
situation about which they are leg-hold trap in particular, is predator mightbe taken in a
surface of a placid pool.
each new year, let's include
so vocal. However,this lack of the
only
effective trap?
The more one knows- LIDDUt one that should be fairly easy
knowledge does not prevent_Management tool available to
Unfortunately, critics of
the ourdoors, the more one to keep: lets resolve to slow
them espousing a point of view catch, take or control many trapping express more concan see. And the more one down our pace and open our
that is dangerously extreme species. Cage traps are too cern over the quality of death
sees, the more meaningful eyes, to make the most of
and a definite threat to the cumbersome, and in many rather than the quality of life.
outdoors adventures become. those too few days of the year
well-being of the very animals cases, totally ineffective. For Any surplus of wildlife that is
The hunter or angler who lets _ we can spend out of doors.
they are striving to protect. example, the fox, which is a not harvested by man will be
his single minded pursuit of
Let's resolve to learn more
According to Congressman
problem animal,rarely can be subjected to-thecruelest
fish or game blind him to the about the wild creatures, the
COLD WATER CRAPPIE F5FIE1MEIV-lust prior to western Kentucky's*snovefalL
John D. Dingell, long-time
taken in a cage trap. Large controls inflicted by nature to
nie
Boyd
t.
Ifieft)
of
wonders of the world through fish and plants with which we
Route 4, Murray and brother buddy Boyd of Halo's Apts. visited Barkley Lake with
Chairman of the House size body gripping "killer" restore a more normal
' on their minds.
which he travels misses much share this planet, to sharpen
That particular weekend resulted in 106 'slab sides.' The feat was repeated the following weekend when
Subcommittee on Fisheries traps have many limitations. population level. If this were
they boated the above 105 crappie. The pair have experienced slow crappie fishing during the extreme cold
of what an outdoor experience our powers of observation and
and Wildlife Conservation, The fact of the matter is, there not so, unwanted and
weather
and
report
"auger
fishing
at
a
should be.
standstill
below
the
dams. Catfish, on the other hand, are being
our knowledge of the natural
attempts
by Alice Herrington is no practical and total unharvested species would
snagged
below
the
dam
for
those
who
may
want
to
try it
The hunter who doesn't stop world - to become, in other
and her "Friends of the substitute for the leg-hold have covered the earth long
Photo
by
Butch
Greer
to watch a spider spin or the words,
complete
outAnimals" to turn committee trap.
ago. To see animals dying a
fisherman who isn't distracted doorsmen.
People who fial to recognize slow and lingering death
the need for the leg-hold trap resulting from a com•••••••••••••••••
,
./V.E.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
,S
i
• and the adversities that would
municable disease, or to view
a
• result if its use were
•
the
evidence of death and
•
Prompt, Efficient Service
prohibited, usually live in destruction of our more
c1t1efaTfiotn thiTear iihreb------- Frible-44-dife creatures,is
Is Our
pervades a rural community no more desirable than to see
•
when the gray fox population an animal in a trap.
•
has
been stricken by rabies.
Traps, and the leg-hold trap
•
The Niore tor Ike
_Better inkhe bong run. Come see why'
They have never suffered crop in particular,are a vital tool of
•
or poultry loss, never had a
•
wildlife tnanagement today.
I
Chemical
1
farm pond drained--by----Te-eliminate them would
Co.
From 2 to l40 h.p. available
•
•
burrowing muskrats, nor do 'assure the decline of many
Inc.
a
they have any knowledge of species through starvation,
•
Soar*
Murray's
predator populations and their rapid disease dissemination
Hiolirr 91 Fast 8 Niles From Murray
effect upon the nests of game and,fierce competition for the
Qualified Bear Archery Service
502-759-1872
and song birds, young rabbits, limited habitat. Neither
CHOPP SI
non 153 2511
waterfowl, shore birds and •wildlife„ agriculture _ nor _
.
_
located W—Raiiroaa Avenue
753-1
other Forms ordeslrable hwkn health interests of
wildlife.NoitI4 American can afford
If their only interest is pain' au& folly
tam aam maps/

MIMadnikini

"

.•••• e••••• •••••
• `mil. ..••••
do* al
•••••••••• ti•••••• •••••••• ••••• •••••••
mem.

mass.

•-•••••••

imarlisesa mem

•

'
1.•

••••••

••••• :NY

•••••

•

•••

01.11116

4

•

.4

.

• I

ArikmtiffTrapp*

Kentucky Rich
In Nature leildlife

•••

*Mg obi

AMMER

OUTBOARDS

ausiness-

•
,
__ •
.
.
•
•
• Murray Home & Auto •le

UTSON

Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor

Outdoor Sportsman

rtilizer
et-

--1

Cain's ANC Jeepl
BUCKS BODY SHOP

; Coldwater Rci
1536448

-

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St.

• 753-5142

1.i

L AL

N

--Jr

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
900 Sycamore

ets H00KS

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. It Sat.'
-

Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
40fIN th
753-4779

-
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Four Wheeling WEATHER OR HOT?

The Problem OfARM

.
Hon Brooks

How many times have you VHF, And in some areas, of
just gotten to your favorite 162.40 megahertz. The reports
resulting from changes in lanc
fishing spot., or begun wster are repeated every 4 to
Use wade
V-1:411
skiing, and the blue skies minutes, and are updated
the beaver feasible.
turned gray and threatening? hourly (except in emergenSome of the best publielzed
Amazed at the suddenness of cies, when they are updated
endangered species such)as
the black-footed ferret,
As we take time to pause deceived as to think it no four • wheel drive rigs the storm, you headed back to immediately.)
You can purchase a weather
whooping crane, California this week, happily now that longer exists. Just lay out a registered as much as forty- shore, thinking,"Boy,did that
radio at most mail-order
condor, ivory-billed wood- things are almost back to challenge; toughen up the eight hours of relentless happen fast!"
stores,
pecker and others, have never normal once more, it is for trouble a bit; put folks backs community service without
Storms Can and do come houses, radio-specialty
been subjected to snore than most of us with some wariness right to the wall. It's there the motor so much as being quickly and catch many and large department stores.
They come in many sizes and
or as to what may yet be to friend. The spirit of the turned off.
trapping
incidental
people off-guard. To help
The next time your avoid such a thing happening prices. A multi-band Public
pioneers lives on. It's alive
shooting. Yet all stand on the arrive.
television flickers just abit to you, the Federal govern- Service Band receiver with
knife-edge of extinction
One thing is certain. and it's well.
And its hand is unto goo& and those big old radios come ment has, instituted the UHF or VHF can give you upbecause each requires- a January tossed us a wicked bit
in for a bit of chewing out it national emergency warning to-the-minute weather an5I
highly specialized type of of weather iar surpassing hes.
habitat that is in exceedingly Mother Nifirre's pormal —War rolfi walk Melt would not be farfetched to system. A special frequency waterinformation. •
For those of you who get_sp
short supply.
" treatment for".'CawaY- aaeryclity paths with a bitat. remember than even human was designated three years
were
somewhat ago, and eliminates the need engrossed in boating that you
a. continental basis, the County. _Umpteen inches of • cold uncaring stride. I guess lives
quality and quantity of habitat boaadous white stuff which many of us are pretty selfish a dependent on those radios at for you to listen to a com- lose track of time, you might
do well to consider a buzzerfor any species is governed by crunchyfied into a glassified lot of the tune. And if one times.
mercial station that may or
equipped radio. When the
. When you're out there may not give the forecast.
the general pattern of land use roadway that would have could be supposed to stand off
stand-by feature of this unit is
human sprained four ankles on a afar on a neutral judging plain cramming a four wheel drive
other
by
and
The National Oceanic and utilized, the buzzer can be
population pressures. Locally, cautious slow poki ng of view, the impressions into the heart of that blizzard,
habitat _ im- woolyworm_...Trepslated. that althered_aufght write clayn trying to let someone to the Atmospheric Administration _ .activated by the Weather
however,
yet there' hospitat_and desperately INOAA) broadcasts weather-• Bureau for - etnergencji
provement can grainy
comes out to several incherolf--plorly.
-crease the abundance and mow that turned into Yerf something fiercely touching-au . needed--medical a ttentioii, reports on 162,55- megftdi:_ wüTher infornration.
response, those kind helpful encommunity
variety ,of wild populations. slick ice.
Wildlife can cope with
It was a time when four something fine and strong and couraging words can mean a
- predation, animal and human, wheel drive proved its merit. true in the valiant efforts of lot. An awful lot when you're
but it cannot cope with the loss And I suspect that several of mankind toward one another plowing into hood deep snow
drifts at fifty miles per hour, a
of habitat.
the local four wheelers have when the chips are down.
The next time you get ready crosswind moving faster than
tallied up some gold stars that
may be long remembered. to comment on some act of you doing its best to shove
Certain have said that when atrocity attributed to the your rig off the road, and snow
the impact of the storm over younger generation, maybe falling so fast yau can't see the
AAron N. Moen, an thyroid activity-which
the state was being discussed you might want to think also front end of the hood.
That ocean of white hides associate professor of Wildlife regulates metabolism, drop to
with the governor and others about three such young
that a comment was made people, two lads and a girl; all, including the road, and Ecology at-Cornell University seasonal lows. They show
.- --(Niamey low- spat nine long hours with a chill factor of forty- has been studying whitetail "definite
metabolic
pertaining
County. With an observation choppint:-__fireirood, loading, eight below lust inches away deer for 15 years. Moan's work dem-tile/Me,
you it can he has revealed in part that deer
rendered that this county was hauling it thru two miles of from
4ny disturbance of deer in
as
winter,
such
one of the few places literally snowchoked country road that awesomenly lonesome out exhibit "true energy con- the
CLEWISTON, FLA. - Big father of fourth place finisher of the anglers to get your $50 abounding in four wheel made literal digging out of there without that good buddy servation" during the dead of
dogs,
of
packs
or
snowmobiles
Al Waldron of Miami, Florida Larry. Wade received $50 per deposit in as this one should
drives. The fact that this their truck necessary some hanging right in there with winter. Moen compares it to goes against a deer's energy
fill fast.
caught his limit each day at pound for his catch.
cutbacks in spending by conservation plan. Deer so
and community four or five times. All because yiu and helping you on.
The following is the way the county
the American Bass FisherTalking to many of the
Maybe It takes a blizzard to people- *lies are !hod' of - disturbed in the winter may
buckled down, got in -W-I-eighty-five yea/.'old man
literally
ten
top
placed:
they
man's Lake Okeechobee tournament anglers,
gear, and kept on keeping on is who was alone and just might help us discover some of our money: Deer balance their appear to be 'unperturbed by
1. Al Waldron - Miami, Fla;
Open, which was the first Mated that this was the best
inner resources with these such disturbances, but Moen
be out of heat.
now history.
blessings.'
qualifying tournament of the run contest to date and all of 47 lbs. - 12 oz. 55-Grand Prix
The community of Murray available from the outer says their hearts are actually
And when you pause to
of the greatest facets of
One
,
for this . • anisation, the thanks- should go to the Points.
•=
America is-itat awesome lambast some careless four _ and the-county of Calloway.-world- -Deer----intias---hlta--- beating- at a fast pace and
with flee more to go. Al caught Anietican Bass Fisherman's t Billy Westmoreland - ability to respond to adversity, wheeler for leaving a set of didn't fool around with Mother coniferous cover in bot- limited energy supplies are
Salina.
Tenn.;41 lbs. - 5 oz. 54
.a total of 47 pounds, 12 ounces neer-- tournament director
whatever may be the cause. tracks somewhere, perhpet it Nature. We stood up- - and tomland areas, they/ live in used up unnecessarily. Morn's
-in the three day affair to beat Hugh Massey. Hugh did a Grand Prix Points.
wha6 the historical spirit of would be well to remember greeted her. This may be on smaller and smaller areas, research is expected to help.
3. Dave Gliebe - Stockton,
out such pros as Bill West- beautiful job at Lake
pioneers is often hard to that during the chilling, cold, the short side of heaven but they move less, they move some wildlife agencies in their
the
moreland, Dave Gliebe, Okeechobee and will be Calif.; 40 lbs. - 6.oz. 53 Grand
slower and forage less. They attempts to get the authority
detect in the surface mean- choking core of the blizzard it's a good Place to live.
Roland Martin and Larry riming the remainder of A. B. Prix Points.
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING conserve energy and many of to better regulate dogs and
is life today, that struck for the throat of
what
of
derings
4. Larry Singleton F.'s tournaments.
Singleton.
their body functions, including snowmobiles.
yourself become so our community some of those and have a nice week.
S. C.; 37 lbs. 7 oz. 52 never let
Anderson,
tourF.
A.B.
next
The
In practice Al only caught
out of Grand Prix Points.
fish which gave_him a nament will. be held
•
& Johnny-Adams - Winter
Lodg4----5.- Roland Martin - Tulsa.
Jack
siker
Wingatei
the
_picture of not placing in
Okla.; 36 lbs. -0 as. 51,4Graad-- -Garden, Fla.; 33 the. 8 oz. eVBain.
in
Seminole
Lake
m
tournament. George; Sledge,
.
-Grand
Ga. Tournament dates 'Prix Points.
"owner of Astroglass Boat - bridge,
9. Jim Wells - FC
Mitchell
Steve
6.
with
31
and
30
29,
March
are
Company, showed Al a place
on 26,27 and 28. Off Bloomington, Ind.; 35 lbs. - 11 dale, Fla.; 33 lbs. 305. Grand
practice
where
Hole
Blowout
called the
(kis Points.
this tourney will oz. 50 Grand Prix Points.
he had located some fish. On limits for10. Jerry Rhyne -Stanley, N.
7. Bob Burress - Noblesville,
20. We urge all
the first day Al headed for this begin on March
32 lbs. 6 oz. 46 Grand Prix
C.;
ounce
was
and
caught
by
Grand
34
49
oz.
Ind.;
12
lbs.
location hoping to pick up a
Wade Singleton, who is the Prix Points.
Points.
couple of good bass, but right
on his tail was George; so Al
waved him into his honey hole.
George suggested that Al try
the lily pads throwing Rapalas
-and Johnson Spoons, catching
his limit each day before noon.
Al also caught the largest
An ex.i-a-fine-quality slide giving the shooter the widest beavertail, fluted forearm.
bass on the second tour-- action shotgun, the Win- possible choice of loads.
Designed for more efficient
nament date which won him a chester Model 1300 XTR pump
The gun has a locking shucking, the specially confree entry into the A. B. F. gun, has just been introduced system featuring a rotating toured forearm has sure-grip
Seminole Open. With Free by the Winchester-Western bolthead with forward-locking cut checkering. Both the
entry, the top prize money, a Division of Olin Corporation. quadruple lugs to lock the bolt forearm and buttistock have
Ranger Bass Boat and H & H
The Model 1300 XTR is right into the barrel assembly. the new Winchester woodlook,
trailer he walked away from designed for the sportsman It is one of the strongest a warm, mellow color that _
Lake Okeechobee with a who demands top quality and locking
ever intensifies the natural grain
systems
grand total of $8,000 in prizes value in a pump gun com- produced for a repeating characteristics of the wood.
and cash.
Protecting and beautifying the
bining distinctive appearance shotgun.
Al said that he received a lot and reliable performance.
All of the external metal stock is an ultraglossy finish.
White spacers embellish the
of help froniiiia_ftleada such
af_the gun's maiorDarls. dike_ Model 1300 XTR
as "If you don't win, we will features is its 3-inch chamber, slide action shotgun, with the buttstock and the pielbriclrr , kill you."
standard in both the 12- and 28- exception of the bolt, trigger which also has deep cut
In second place was one of gauge versions'. The 3-inch and carrier, have an extra --checkering. -- •
The Winchester Model 1300
- the top tournament anglers on shot shell has recently been lustrous, highly durable
the pro-circuit today, Billy gaining
EAGLE TRIP TO REELFOOT LAKE — Leaning against a tree in a very relaxed position is noted outdoor photographer, Larry Heavrin (lower left)
favor, finish. The bolt is engine- XTR will be offered in 12 and
rapid
of Beaton, Kentucky. His watchful eye is trained on a bald eagle which has just captured a drum fish from the cold waters of Reelfoot Lake and
-Westmoreland with a catch of especially among water- turned and -the- -carrier-- is 20 gauge, in a choice of plain
returned to a tree limb for a feast. Approximately 60-75 eagles are wintering at the Reelfoot Lake area. Heavrin states photographing and obor ventilated rib barrels, with
--41 pounds, five ounces. Billy fowlers The Model 1300 XTR nickel-plated.'
serving the eagles is exciting, especially when a vantage point is as close as 50 feet from the tree where they land. Tree limbs and brandies,
Winchoke
and
tournaments
good
Adding to the gun's
without the
. has been fishing
also chambers regular and
however, make photographing the majestic birds a real challenge. The immature bald eagle (above left) was photographed on a pert* a mere
eight years and has always magnum 2-N-inch shells, looks is a newly styled semi- system of rapidly in100 yards from a residential dwelling. Perched atop a Reelfoot Lake cypress tree (right) is a mature bald eagle with its characteristic whiteterchangeable choke tubes.
placed in the top 20.
feathered head and white tail. Wintering eagles also frequent Kentucky and Barkley lakes. The observance of the Ninth Annual Eagles Weekend
comchoke
Barrel
and
has been scheduled at Lake Barkley State Resort Park. February 24-26 Those wishing information on Eagles Weekend ma', call or write TVA,
In third place was the
Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY 42231. telephone (302)924-3602_
30-inch
are
available
binations
Photos by Butch Greet
defending Lake Okeechobee
28-inch
champion, Dave Gliebe with a
Theprotecin_. Oregon. full (in 12 gauge only),
-The Better Business organizati
-inch
28
(in
only),
full
gauge
20
catch of 40 pounds,six ounces. Bureau of Metropolitan New Better_ Business Bureau,
im• Dave said that he felt if the York states that as a result of Portland,--.reports Or-Volume modified and 26-inch
11111111111..11111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111fl11nillidna
HIUIHI
Wincli-oke
weather had been a little a Study into the finances of the 15, No. 20, November 5, 1973, proved cylinder. All
length
cooler he would have caught Animal Protection Institute of that $200,000 was raised at a barrel;are 28 inches in
end come with a set of three
•a fish as the fish would America, of $167,000 solicited banquet ft, animal
--e1;111117- m od ified
have held in the thick grass. from the public during a and that only 19 per cent of
cylinder. Extra
improved
Fourth place was an A.B_F. certain period, only $15,000 or these funds were actually used barrels, interchangeable
the
for
purpose for which they
regular Larry Singleton who 9 per cent was used for the
without factory . fitting; are
weight in 37 pounds, seven avowed purpose of the were raised.
available in both • 12 and 20
ci
ounces. Larry said that he
gauge.
covered over 450 miles of
When migratory geese fly in
This makes less work for all
The Winchester Model 1300
water in the three day tour- 3"V“ formation, they do it for the geese but the leader and XTR slide action shotgun will
24 Hour Wrecker Service
nament.
a good reason. When a goose that is why several geese may be available in retail stores
Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
2112
Fifth place was won by top flies, its wings churn up the take turns leading the for- after July, 1978. It will carry a
Days 753-7404
pro Roland Martin with a air, leaving behind an air mation during a migration. suggested list price of $190.95
8 a. m. - 10:00 p.m.
catch of 36 pounds. He said it current. In flying wedge or V, Ducks, sawns, gulls and for the plain barrel; $212.95 for
753-2486
Nights
—
was one of the best run each bird ahead is in the right several other s ecies of the ventilated rib barrel.
"We„.Appreciate-Your Business”
tournamentrWhas attended. pasitionTo
-Terillft-froin "the waterfoul also fly in energy- 8202.65'for the Plain litlfe--r
Hwy.641 So.
Phone 753-8322Big basa:-.of the affair current lett by the bird ahead saving V's.
with Winchoke, and $224.95.for. ;14
uustiu
MINNOMN
weighed in at 10 pounds, one of him.
the ventilated rib barrel with
Winchoke.

- mowAPIE11---

Tripping and huntink hive estimate that approximately
--beetr—blarrred
fur
34 mflhlon aci es of-rurat bind
decimation of America's will disappear by the year
original wildlife populations. 2000.
There is no disputing the fact
The buffalo has been saved
that unrestricted commercial
hunting nearly exterminated from extinction and apthe
buffalo
and
that proximately 25,000 now ocunregulated trapping brought cupy protected habitat in
the beaver close to extinction parks, refuges and reserin the early 1800's. But both of vations. Its number could be
these events occurred long greatly increased within a few
before wildlife was brought years - but only at the esTense
under strict state and federal of the livestock industry
control. Dr. John L. Schmidt, whose cattle andsheep occupy
-- Extension Wildlife Specialist ..
- the former buffalo range.
Colorado State University,-- lkaVer
cliTiliew be found in
--states that regulated harves4-all states except Hawaii.
i.e., hunting seasons based on some localities they have
scientific data, has never increased to the point that
caused a single species to be they are considered pests by
- added to the list of rare and farmers and forresters.
endangered species.
Although the restoration of the
_ ,The major problem today Is, beaver was accelerated by
-- M"-over iiip1oltation*A1W- deliberate restocking - This
quantity andquality of habitat effort could not have sueavailable to wild species. The ceeded if abundant unocNational Wildlife Federation cupied beaver habitat did not
; tea that wildlife habitat is exist to receive the tranThe
being destroyed at the rate of splanted
animals.
3,500 acres a day to provide reversion of former farmland
more roomn for humans. They to woodland and forest

1'

•

Research Reveals Deer
Acclimate To Cold Weather

AMERICAN SASS FISNERMAII
Lake Okeechobee Tournament
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Manufacturer Offers New
Pump Shotgun For 1978

Did You Know?
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Thornton
Body
Shop

Open 7 Days A Week

x

641 Super Shell

Carroll Tire Service
Sportsmen:

Where "Service Is Our Business

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchandise sold ot discount prices

Check the values in,
our Sporting Goods Dept
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
1105 Pogue

:753-1489

Hwy. 641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Fishing rackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns & Ammo
641 See* Phone 753-9491
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A disabled veteran
youcouldn't askfor
abetter
a disabled veteran
and all 1 needed*Was the
ichance to wort.
As a Realty Specialist I
got my chance and a lot
more because it's the
kind of job I feel good
'about doing.

So why not make an ,
Investment that's sure to
pay off? Give a disabled
vet a chance.
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Calloway County Farm with the latest in biomedical The program is
Bureau announced today. the testing equipment capable of comprehensive and inexavaillibility of a new medicar performing a comprehensive pensive.
service for County residents in medical check-up in 45
Telling of the importance of
a statewide drive to bring minutes. A total of 22 tests are preventive medicine and early
given which yield over 110 detection, an ARP spokesman
medical care to rural areas.
The mobile health van is medical criteria. A team of said,"Many of the people who
brought to Calloway aunty five paramedical technicians participate in the program
under the sponsorship of the provide the testing services. have some abnormality of
Calloway County Farm Tests include chest x-ray, „which they are unaware. It
Bureau, through the Kentucky maxillo-facial x-ray, elec- may not be a serious problem
Farm Bureau Federation. trocardiogram (EKG), lung now and in most cases a
This 111.1ba- totally- new and :7-function test, hearing test, simple program worked out
Unique program of health -eeveral eye tests, including a with their family physician
'testing.
,test for glaucoma, blood can keep it under control. The
Located at Murray, a chemistry and hematology, important thing is to be aware
testing unit will begin urinalysis, TB skin test and of a potentially serious health
operation on Monday, Feb. 13 others.
problem and consult with a
and will continue for four
Once the data is compiled, it physician.
days. Members will be tested is sent to a profile center
The Women's Committee of
by appointment.
where it is reviewed by a team the Calloway County Farm
The Kentucky Farm iAreau of eight physicians, each a Bureau will be handling the
Federation—ir---making---the specialist in his field. After it 'appointment operation. •For
health testing program is reviewed the entire profile further information about the
available to itS-Members and is sent to the participants program and to make an
encourages eac,h one to give personal physician. At the appointment, Farm Bureau
serious consideration to same time the participant is members may Call Calloway,
taking advantage of this new contacted and if. an ab- County Farm Bureau office.
service.
normality has been detected, Phone 759-4136.
Lee Cundiff, a spokesman he is advised to consult with
The arrival of the testing
for American Health Profiles, his doctor concerning the van has been delayed because
Inc. Who provides the testing findings.
• of the weather conditions but
services, described the
The Farm Bureau feels the is scheduled to arrive this
testing, the mobile unit and health of the member and his weekend and the program to
the procedure. He said the family is just as important as start Monday at noon, a
large medical van is equipped —the other services it provides. spokesman said. -

Principal Roy Weatherly of man 2.63, Krista Russell 3.0,
Murray High School has Michael Russell
2.80, Scott
released the honor roll for the Scarbrough 2.50, Laura , Lynne Beatty 2.80, Janna
second grading period. Forty- Shinners 9.0, Danna Shipley- Bell 3.0, Julie Billington 3.0,
one seniors, 32 juniors, 38 2.64, Belinda Suiter 2.80, Kim Brent Boston 2.63, Lee Bryan
sophomores, and 20 freshmen Tibbs 2.60, Shara Toon 3.0, 2.78, Robyn Burke 3.0, John
achieved this scholastic Lisa Watson 3.0, Bill Wilson Clark 2.64, Susan Crass 3.0,
Teresa Dick 3.0, Marianne
honor.
2.78;
Duvall 2.60, Denise Dycus
12th Grade—
Ilth Grade--; • 2.67, Carrot Edwards 3.0;
Kim Alley 3.0, Jill Austin
Karen Bailey 214, Sharon
Kent Eversmeyer 2.75,
....Blodget{
t .1-.0,- Duane Dycus
Beth Boston 2.80, Keith 2.82, Harry Fannin 3.0, Debbie Mark Ferguson 3.0, Rick
Cartwright 2.50, Dean Cherry Geurin 3.0, Keane Gregory Farrell 2.60, Stacy Fulton 2.56,
2.60, Ann Clark 2.75, Doug 2.64, Myatt Griffith 2.50, Reed Guy Furr 2.60, Sally Grasty
Crafton, .2.60, Laurie -Crass Ffainswiarth 2.56, Linda 2.82, Brian Gray 2.80, Dean
2.60, Debbie Darnell 3.0, Ernie Horner 2.83, David Jones 2.80; Hainsworth 2.67, Nancy
ICiesow 3.0, Patti McIntosh
Dodd 2.50 Kathy Fenton 2.82,
Jerry Kelly 3.0, Mike Kurz
A total of 1,176 un- Chaney, Heather Clamme, Martha
Greg Garfield 3.0, Frank 2.64, Holly LeMastus 2.80, 2.64, Samar Mahfoud 2.82,
McKinney, Patricia
Gilliam 2.60;
.
Audrey Lents 2.70, Gina Doug Moore 3.0, Mary Morris dergraduate students at Gena Cleaver, Sherry Crit- Melvin, Mary Montgomery,
2.64;
Murray State University -tendon, Marlene Daniel, Mary Dennis
Joey Grasty,2 0,* Kant Lovett 30 _Lysa Lyon
. .
Morgan, Teri Morris,
Susan Nail t54, KaTtly :-earned reogrlitiorl on;-the----Davis, James Dowdy -Helen---.Toanzie'Nelson,-Micheal Noel,
Harman 3.0, Andy Harrell Dana Mansfield 2.56. Prances
List for .high Dunbar, Cathy Duncan and Edward
2.73, Tim Harrell 2.73, Outland 2.66, Stacy Overby Outland 2.60, Martha Pitrnan Dean's
O'Brien, Martha
Delaine Honchul 2.75, Delores 3.0, Greg Schmaltz 2.67, Serna 2.60, Alan Pool 2.60, Mary Ann scholarship during he 1977 Marilyn Edwards.
Pace, Charles Parker, and
Roberts 2.64, Julie Sams 2.56, fall semester.
• •.
— Jeffery Ellison, 'Elaine 'Rita Pawlawski. .
Honchul 2.78, Bruce Horning_ Sandness 2.67;
Among that number are 243 Eversmeyer, Quentin Fannin,
3.0, Jimmy Irby 2.50, Karen
Terry Smith 3.0. Stacey Carol.Sears 2.56, Jennie Smith
Kevin Penick, Hazel PritJackson 3.6, Claude Johnson Stalls 2.60, David Stripling 2.60, Stacy Smith 2.56, Susan who achieved .a perfect 4.00 Nancy
Fitch,
Cynthia chett, Dennis Riley, Diana
2.80, Gina Jones 3.0 Terri 2.60, Brad Taylor 3.0, Krista Stripling 2.80, Nicky Swift standing. Other. on the Dean's Frangenberg, Danny Futrell, Raccio, Ora Russell, Peggy
McCord
2.50,
Greg Thomas 2.78, Theresia 2.60, Alison Wallace 3.0, List had grade point standings Vicki Griffin, Sherilyn Haley, Shelton, Tom Shupe, Karen
between 3.30 and 4.00. Stan- Stephen Hancock, Diana Sledd,
McReynolds 2.50, Tammy Vaughn 3.0, Jaina Washer Sharon Whaley 3.0;
Lisa Smith, Roger
9th Grade-, ,
dings are figured on the basis Hankey, Beverly Hanks, Smith, Sarah
Melton
2.50, Laura Watkins 2.56, Pat
Smith, Gina
Charles Beaman. 2.82, ef 4.001er A,,3.11tLfer B,2.00 for Ricky Harris, Bobby_ tistiry, Starks, Sharon Steele,
.Carol Montgomery 3.0, Jon WhitIovi3.11,David Willoughby
William
;law
1:90for-Dgraden- ka yne•iBeasity 3.0, Claudia
a
Noffsinger 2.75,, Angela Rick- 2.82, Mark Young 2.60;
Patti Steely, Vanesini Stone, Lynn --Full-time
undergraduate HosforT, Karen Hussung, Thompson, Jacqueline
Billington 3.0, Lewis Bossing
Town,
3.0, Steve Bradshaw 2.82, enrollment for the fall Kathy Jackson, Jana Jones, Clyde Traynham,
PEANUTS
Stephanie
David Cooper 2.56, Shari semester was 5,376.
Karen Jones, Krista Kennedy, Turner, Linda Walz, Micheal
FOR OUR LAST N1614T
I'LL BUILD THE FRE—YOURecords from the univer- Mary Kurz, Carl Lackey, and- Wasielewski,
Crafton 2:64, Natalie Garfield
Dwight Watson,
OUT I'VE PLANNED
GET YOURSELVES SOME
2.56, Scott Hill 2.56, Mary Hitia sity's data processing office Mary lamb.
and
Sheila
Watson.
SPECIAL
NICE LONG STICKS...
show 149 studentt- from
Raymond Lane. Jennifer
Vicki Weatherford, Joseph
Wayne Jackson 2.56, Calloway County on the list linn, Richard Lowe,Brenda 0. West, Elizabeth Whitmer,
LaDonna „Jones 2.80, Tracy including 46 with perfect Mansfield, Jill Mathis, William Wilder, Guy Winding,
Charles May, _Margaret Donald Williams, Wendy
LaMastus 2.60, Cindy Mon- scholastic standing.
Those students with a McCallon, Martha McCallon, Williams, Terry
tgomery 3.0, Jackie Morrow
Wiser,
2.80, Greg Morton 3.0, Lynn perfect standing are: Robert Douglas McCann, Linda Kathryn Young, and Philip
Outland 2.56, Tina Ratteree Allen, Billy Bailey, Terri McCuiston, Lou McGary, Zacheretti.
C, 1916 kinglet! Feeler. Synthule ItK
2.78, Elizabeth Stout 2.82 Barnett, Margaret Battle,
Larry Bolen, Nancy Bugg,
Randy Wilson 3 n
Kathy Calhoun, James
Clinkenbeard, Karen Crick,
HE SAYS HE'S
Daisy Cunningham, Linda
DEMONSTRATING
Cunningha
m,
Garry
WHAT
AGAINST THE
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) — Dougherty, Kathleen Doyle,
_THAT.. _PROF ESSORS _
Morehead State University's Judith Eldredge, Larry
OK
AT HIS
AS OF FEBRUARY 8,
Department
of
Home Evans, JaccUilyn Galloway,
LUNG.'
SCHOOL
1978, I -am not responEconomics has received a and Coy Garrett.
ABOUT?
sible for any debts other
829,944 grant -from the U.S.
Judy Gorgan, Sherry
than my own. Fred
Office of Education to Harris, Todd Harrison, Diane
FARMERS SHOULD file
Carroll.
establish a consumers' Hill, Pat Hopson, Jane
their income taxes by
education training center.
February 28. Call Jerry
Houghton, Kathryn Hynes,
Burkeen, Bookkeeping
Tarpley Jones, Marsha
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Lackey, Peter Lafser, Celia
Tax Service, 753and
FOR
WATKINS
Guitarist Clair Davies and Larson, Lila Lusk, Robert
4636.
Located
on
Products.
Contact .
tenor Arthur Graham, both of Mason, John McKee, Kathryn
KM BAILEY
Railroad
Ave., Murray;
Holman Jones, 217 South
Lexington, will give a recital Pasco, William Pitman,
home phone 753-3996.
YOU BETTER ExCUSE
13th., phone 753-3128.
LISTENING, TO THIS
Monday
at
p.m.
4
the
in
ME FROM THE
Cynthia
Ragsdale,
Johanna
,
FOR TEN MILES WILL
Weisger Theater on the Centre Reynhoudt, Vicki Roberts,
WANTED- PARENTS
HIKE, 5ARGE
DRIVE YOU BANANAS!
BELTONE
FACTORY
College campus.
who want to give their
Janice Seargent, Jennifer
fresh batteries. Wallis
children
an opportunity
Sims,and Cynthia Southard.
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
HARLAN,1(y.(API — A 14for a better education.
Juana Stockdale, Beverly
Call 753-1272.
year-old youth who is being Swain, Timothy
For your World Book
Swain,
tried as an adult in connection Charles Vella, John Watson,
needs call 435-4426.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
with the slaying of an 82-year- Marilyn Weitlauf, and Wanda
bring us yours for extra
old Harlan County man was Workman.
copies. Made from any
indicted Friday on charges of
Others on the Dean's List
size into any size.
murder, firstadegree robbery from Calloway
Remember
County inWallets low as 24 cents,8
theft.
and
clude: Eve Adams, Susan
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Shirley's Florist
Pearl Lee Stepp Jr. of Adams,
Susan K. Adams,
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
for
Crummies, Ky., pleaded in,
Patricia Allbritten, Carla
753-0035. Free parking
Valenbr,o s
nocent to the charges in
Allen, Jan Baggett, Richard
lot, use our rear enDay
Harlan Circuit Court. Stepp,
Barrow, Laurie Beatty, David
trance.
whose trial is scheduled to Blivin, Florita
753-3251
Boston, Kathy
We
begin March 27, was being
Bullington, Janet Byerly,
WOULD THE MAN
Delmer
held at the Harlan County Jail Johnny Cannon,
Norita
driving the car (Make dr
in lieu of $25,000 bond.
Cassity, Anita Chaney, Betty
Model I will not reveal
-- —
Stepp was charged by the
at this tirne ) that backed
BIBLE FACTS— You are
Harlan County grand jury
into the '75 Cutlass
standing
on
the
with the Dec. 17 slaying of
Supreme, white with 11
promises of God! The
Dewitt Spurlock of Cawood,
maroon vinyl top,
important thing is,
Ky. during an alleged robbery
shortly after 1:00 Feb. 7,
which of God's promises
attempt.
beside the Post Office
are you standing on?
Documents certifying Stepp
please call 753-3146 or
Revelations 2:26,
aa an adult were signed in
753-27ft. Police - have
Revelations 3-.2
Harlan District Court's
been notified & unless I
Corinthians 6:9, 10,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
juvenile division on Tuesday.
contacted within 3
am
Galations 5:19-21. Bible
Four Pepsi-Cola plants —
days, police will start an
questions, individual
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — three in Kentucky and one in
investigation
on this
study and study by
southern
Indiana
—
were
Jefferson
The
County
public
WE FOUND' THE
THEN WE WENT
HIT & RUN... If anyone
phone, 753-0984. No
vocational schools will ob- struck Friday by 244 members
BANDITS' RIFLES
TO THE TREE WHERE
was a witness to this,
solicitations of
HERE WHERE YOU
saOU'D LEFT
serve National Vocational of the Teamsters union.
please call.
HID. THEM...
donations.
THEM...
Norman Colgate, business
Week beginning Sunday with
open houses and an exposition representative for Local 783,
at The Mall on Shelbyville said wages and fringe benefits
are the key issues in the disRoad.-_
.
"Sealed bids Will be received at the Office of the
pute, which involves drivers,
Calloway County Board of Education, College
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — Warehouse employees and
Farm Road, until 12:00 noon on Monday,
Sung Lai Boo, director of un- production workers.
February 20, 1978, for furnishing food, cleaning
The affected plants are lodergraduate curriculum at
supplies and paper producta to the cafeterias of
West Virginia University, will cated in Louisville, Lebanon
the Calloway County Schools and the Murray Inbe guest speaker for a three- and Elizabethtown, Ky. and
dependent Schools. 134d forma may be obtained
day gerontology workshop be- Jeffersonville, Ind.
at the Calloway CountghBoard of Education ofNo contract talks,are schedginning Tuesday at Morehead
fice or will be mailed upon request."
uled, Colgate said.
State Upiversity.
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5 lost And Found
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COLLEGE GIRL needing
some type of employment. Can work
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 12-5. Typing,
LOST FEMALE blue tick
child care, household
s--coon dog, near Hazel. work, etc. Dependable,
•: Call 492-8646.
hard
working.
References. Call 7536 Help Wanted
7313.
FOUND LADIES RING
in Bel Air 'Shopping
Center. Call 753-7947.

WORLD BOOK - Child
repSales
Craft.
resentative wanted. Call
Mrs. copes, 1-898-7877
p.n?, L-13. ,
afterlWAREHOUSEMAN.
Permanent full time
position. Good working
conditions, -fringe
benefits,
vacations.
Apply in own handwriting to P. 0. Box
32W.

10 Business Opportunity
WEEKLY!
$360
Homeworkers urgently
needed your area. _Free
Details. Hawkins Enterprises, Box 500
Celina, Ohio 45822.
LOANS AVAILABLE kir
existing business,- new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans.. signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some Vi per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call
1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p. in., 7
days a week.

a

15 _Articles For Sale
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603 Sou-th Ith St

WOOD FOR SALE, will
deliver. Call 437-4617.

7Inspection Al
A
FREE
Termite

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control

We specialize in

Fire Alarms

Emergency Lighting Systems
Security Alarms

Nome owed sod worlowl *vv. a
row.. 01. mei lip on women 4.01 ON
11B
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fid.
and Shrubs

For Free Estimates or Service Phone

27 Mobile Home Sales

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
Undo Jeff's Shopping Coster

759-1707
'Helping people Is our business"

Evenings:
Nelson Mese,759-1714
Mods Nicks 759-1056

-

. DO YOU want to live near
.• MSU? Or would you like
to own your own home
with income property
grossing $480 per month
plus living quarters?, If
your answer is YES to
either
of
these
questions,
call
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1412.

1974 DOUBLE WIDE
trailer, 24 x 44, all
electric.
Unfurnished
except for stove and
refrigerator. Call 7537474.
1971 UNITED mobile
home. Three bedrooms,
lks baths, total gas.
Unfurnished. Call 4365420.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Estates
and
Fox
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.
10 X 54 3
nished
month.
required

Bedroom furtrailer. $85
References
Call 435-4526.

FOR SALE by owner.
Over 2000 sq. ft. brick
ranch plus 2 car attached garage. Two full
baths, central heat and
air. Fully carpeted.
Near schools. Lots of
storage. Call 753-0376.
THREE Bg.INSOPM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 7538541.

5I Services Offered
HAVING- -TROUB-LE
getting those small
plumbing' jobs done'
Then call 753-6614
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years e experience.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years -experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
FOR INSULATION
needs.. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial.Rex Camp,
753-5933.

eupGE-r

QUALITY
REA

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

Murray

759-1707

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

Veittiid Dal
MARBLE Bath

Thornton Tile
And Marble

.41

753-3436
A DEAR JOHN LETTER TO MURRAY
Dear Murray,
We really hate to sell our home at 413 N.6th. St.
It has been such a joy to us all these years with
the nice garden spot on our large lot. It is so
economical with aluminum siding and gas heat.
The location is so convenient, we will really miss
it. We know it won't be on the market very long
because we have listed it with The Nelson Shroat
Co., REALTORS,the company whose business is
helping people like us who want to sell their
property. So if you want to see our home, call
Nelson or Marie at

7

46 Homes kir S.:e

BIG HOME- BIGGER
BUY - Large 4 bedroom, LIVE ACROSS FROM
3 bath home on private
lake frontage, Lakeway
one acre tract, 44,t miles
Shores. Two lots. 18'x24'
ELECTRIC
WIRING
from Murray. Almost
garage on 1 lot. Nice
home and industrii..., air
- 3000 square feet of living
cozy
home
for
co nditionint,_ and
FOR YOUR septic tank
- area in this home which
retirement. Call 436refrigeration, heating. .
and backhoe work
has extra large rooms
5577.
Call 474-8841.
needs. Also septic tank
and large 2 car garage.
cleaning-. Call John
KITCHEN, DEN and
qv a•
Built-in
kitchen
with
all
-Or
in
WILL'
CHILD
KEEP
Sysdicite. InC
Lane. Phone 753-8669.
dining combination with
...appliances including
and
years
born*
2
my
436-5348.
built-in, Formal living
- refrigerator, range,
up. References C811 753VE
CARTER
'
S
and dining area, 2 large
dishwasher, disposal
4732.
BLOWN
in
INSULATION
11301)5AND 15 N'T MUCH."
bedrooms with baths
and trash compactor
by Sears save on these
and dressing rooms,
staying with .sale of
DRIVEWAYS
and
high heat and cooling
utility
room,
full
29. Mobile Home Rentals
home. Priced well below
parking areas white
bills. Catr Sears 753-2310
basement and.. garage.
replacement cost - only
rocked and graded. Free
MOBILE HOME 12 x 50,2
for free estimates.
Excellent 'closet space:
$45,000. Phone us today
Porde" Thurman
estimates. Clifford
bedroom, partially
Large
with
well.
lot
Garrison, 753-5429 after
furnished, washer and:_lasitatattiReal Estate for more information. - Four miles from Murray
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Kopperud Realty 7534 p. m.
dryer. Water furnished.
Sears Continuous gutSouttoside Curt Square_
759West.
off
Call
94
1222.
Couples only. No pets.
.
ters installed per your
Mistri,filentecky.
m0.
CUSTOM Upholstery.
Must have references.
specifications
('all
kVA Poplaullenton
753-4451
Motorcycles
47
Free estimates. Call 436$110 per month. Call 753Sears 753-2310 for free
2786.
3533.
estimates.
1976 HARLEY DAVIDAla ACRES located east of
SON XCH Sportster.
WET BASEMENT? We
Puryear,
Tn.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
on
CHANGE' THAT
Liberty edition. Black,
make wet basements
• blacktop road. This can
See B. B. Dill, Dill
damaged carport to a
extra sharp. Call 753dry,
work completely
be bought for less than
Trailer Ct. Murray
addition.
specious
5271468 7539625
1323 before 5.
guaranteed. Call or
$600.00 per acre About
Drive In Theatre enRemodeling,
repairs,
49.Used Cars I Trucks
write Morgan Con55 acres are tendable.
trance.
aluminum siding,
struction Co., Route 2,
Nearly 75 per cent of the EXTREMELY NEAT - 1975 FORD F250, 4 wheel
roofing, aluminum
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
drive, power steering,
farm has good barb wire
three bedroom brick
awnings. Call. 437-4338,
MOBILE HOMES and
power • brakes,
42001. Phone day or
for
waiting
just
fencing.
home
John
C.
mobile home spaces for
automatic. Call 753-8915
night 442-7026. _
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
your family. Not much
CONAND
rent, at Riviera Courts.
after 6.
tipMain
is
in
here
Is
to
it
do
St.,
753-0111
753TRACTORS,
building,
Call 753-3280.
7531.
top conditionind priced
remodeling,- repairs,
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
1978 FORD VAN 32 Apartments For Rent
to sell. Located poraluminum siding,
customized, 40,000
store fronaluminum
thwest of Murray.
roofing. From -the
FURNISHED apartment
glass,
automatic shift,
auto
miles,
ts,
KOPPERUD
Phorife
smallest to the most
Waldrop Realty
near university. Call
plexiglass, pL9te, winSHARP. Call 753-6328.
REALTY, 753-1222 for
complete job. Call 437753Stinson Realty,
'InitysIness
$2500.00.
•dow glass and glass
.
information
on this
4338.
3744.
showcases. M and G
Since r956'
home and all homes 1975 CHEVROLET 4 x 4,
Glass,
Complete
TS3-5646
listed for sale through
full power and air. 1976
BEDROOM
TWO
Dixieland Center, 753Murray-Calloway
the
Caprice Classic, 2 door,
Townhouse apartment.
0180.
County Multiple Using
full power and air. 24'
Range, refrigerator,.. .- -PRO_FL.SSIKIN
-Service,'
gooseneck trailer.
dishwasher, disposal,...:
53 Feed And Seed
private-489-2792.
washer, dryer hookup.
residence possibilities
QUALITY
STRAW
SERVICE
FOR SALE.
RE.ALTL.RS
all carpet. Central heat
with this frame home
Minimum 10 bales. Call
Company inc. Air con1975 SCIROCCO - AM-FM
and air. Call 753-7550.
located only 2 blocks
753-1287.
dition sales and ser--stereo. Front wheel
from '760tirt square.
32 Apartments For Rent
vice. Modern sheet
drive. Call between 7
54 Free Column
Property is zoned B3
metal
and 5 759-1999, after 6
department.
FURNISHED apartment
PUPPIES,
FREE
and could easily be
South 121h at SYearnoris
Larry
7594145.
Wisehart,
for rent, 1 block from
Dalmation
type.
converted to offices or
TELEPHONE 7511951
President. Phone 753University. Call 753weeks.
an
Available
4
continue to be used as
1970 VW BEETLE. Good
9290.
623 or 753_0075..
82511
private residence.
ROOMY OLDER HOME
condition. Call 753-2691. moommi- Call
34 Houses For Rent
Convenient location,
in country... 3 acres for
immediate occupancy,
TWO BEDROOM house in
horses. . 20x50 block
1970 FORD 6 cylinder
very reasonable price. - -building with bath. .
Lynn Grove for rent.
pickup, fair shape. Call
KOPPERUD
Phone
$160
per
month.
.located
SW.
Call
753-5400 or can be seen
OPEN WEEKDAYS .
REALTY, 753-1222 for
Available March 1. Call
LORETTA
JOBS
at 1629 Hamilton.
Mon.-Wed. 8-1
*House
information.
more
•Hospital
247-0255 Mayfield.
REALTORS, 753-1492.
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
Calls
1970 FORD F100 pickup
Calls
Fri iS Sat, 5-230
PRICE REDUCED $1,000
truck, V-8 automatic
•
*Hair Cuts 'Shaves
The Phone
on this lovely home
transmission, good tires
209 Walnut Street.
located 6 miles west of
with white spoke wheels,
Number In
Call this number after 5 -00 to assure
5700 miles. Engine
Murray in scenic, quiet
prompt service next day, 753-3685 location. Fireplace adds
recently overhauled.
cozy note to this 3
Call Security Federal,
and night appointments.
For All Your
bedroom brick rancher.
:759-1234 days or 753-7947
Real Estate Needs
Other features include
nights.
is
central heat and air,
CJ-5,
JEEP
attached 2 car garage, 1976
NT BOARDING
Renegade, V-13, wide
plus additional separate
Stable for
horses.
tires. Call 759-1385 or ,
.garage ideal for storage
Pasture available. Call
767-2572.
or workshop. Priced in
753-7323.
mid 30's and owners
CHEVROLET.
1970
want --offer! Phone
IMPROVE YOUR HERD
Reasonable price. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
with Herefords and
hv Not Give Her A
492-8459 after 5.
753-1222 for more inpolled Herefords at
formation.
Kentucky
Lake
Af:er Sours
1968 FORD BRONCO 4 x 4
Hereford
Association
Shell Love You For It.
759-1716
with PTO Wedge on
February 18th noon at
front.
$1900.
Can
be
seen
Murray, Ky. College
HOUSE
at
Hooks
Wheel
Sale pavilion selling 15
WANTED
BEDROOM
FOUR
Alignment,
home
North
4th
bulls, 15 heifers, 10
Lake front home wanand 20 acres. Frame
Street, Murray.
cows. Contact Jimmy
ted for transferees in
home In lovely wooded
Ed Hart, Pinson, Tenn.
Jonathan Creek area.
with
area
1975 VW SCIROCCO. Call
apPhone 901-988-5419.
Would like 3 bedroom,
proximately 10 acres
753-0093 after 5 p.m.4.•
South 9th St.
11
/
2 bath and fireplace."
38. Pets Supplies
tendable. Good location
Any similarities will
8 miles northwest of
1971 VEGA, $175. Call
AKC REGISTERED
be considered. Ask for
For
Murray.
more
between 7 and 9, 759inGerman
Shepherd
Richard at
formation
1265.
HE WHO TRULY KNOWS HAS NO OCCASION
phone
puppies. Solid black,
MICKEY MeG11111E
gorpERup REALTY,
TO SHOUT So we at The Nelson groat Co.,-solid white. Black and
REALTOR
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
REALTORS are whispering softly that if you
753-1222. We are working
Call Paducah.
1-442-6223
automatic, power
want results in selling your home, give us a callhard to provide the best
554-4412.
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
for the finest real estate service in Murray. If
possible service to you.
you want to buy, we have it or we will find it for
Good gas mileage.
REGISTERED American
IMMEDIATE
OCyou. Here are a few of our listings.
stove
wood
Ashley
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
CUPANCY. Brick, 7
without jacket. Call 438Call Paducah, 554-4412.
rooms, 3 bedrooms, 2
3 Bedroom brick mitlot with all furniture
2204.
baths, big den, large
staying with sai!i,KLIdef ,000.
AKC
MINIATURE
51. Services Offered
kitchen & dinette,
Schnauzer
puppies.
central heat dr air. -KIRBY - New; rebuilt
25 acres at 1346 and Brooks Chapel Road. Buy all
Wormed, weaned ,and
Excellent location. Mid
together 1r can be divided into mini farms.
$
45.00.
starting
at
shots. Make good pets.
30's. Call or come by 105
Complete Service. Call
boy copril tide'? Thee
Call 753-9390.
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Corner lot in
Estates. Beautiful
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.
miry y ley& ft tau 3 bwireesm,
Real Estate, 753-8080.
building site 140AY.M6,200.
11
/
2 Wtk home loceree opSTUD SERVICE wanted
GENERAL HOME
preilingtoty 3 stiles from ,
for
female
UKC
New listing in lakeway Shores. Lakeview ofremodeling, framing,
tows ea 121 S Othae
Registered
American
fering year round living or vacation retreat. 3
"who. b..
y tor cselvel beet
Guy Spann Realty
aluminum siding and
Eskimo. Call 753-6978.
bedrooms, 2 baths, central elect. heat, cathedral
Your Key People
sod a ad storm /doers aid
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
ceiling in living-dining room, utility area,outside
In Neel IstrteModeles. Lest thee $4111,111111.
or 1-362-4895.
storage. Good location for only $22,500.
AKC
753-7774
ALASKAN
901 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
S..l. b lloSoviwIl- Teel
MALAMUTE 2 year old,
hove
CARPET CLEANING at
tau beertifisl
male and female. Also
reasonable rates
here d 1300 ir4 wood 20
Sale
A. Homes For
younger dogs. Call 753Prornpt and efficient
1 weft_Us 00601
'I
9390
BY OWNER: 3 large
seeeldp, aortoesok wed f.
Custom Carpet Care,
Eiebasirs Natures la•
bedrooms, 142 baths, all
753-1335.
re do.) ut •,
AKC TOY POODLE\,, dled*
carpet, drapes, central
**nu mil we°Meek clew
puppies. $75 each. Call
heat and air, large lot, LICENSEDi ELECNeeto. 1s1 es show is* Ibis
527-7858.
fenced backyard, many
TRICIAN and gas inlively 3 bedrooms bane, 2
'Helpffig peoahe is our bysin•ss
extras. 2 miles from
do
stallation
will
bst$brick Iwo* use. Only
nIbAIrsolopi• _ •
BEAUTIFUL registered
Murray off 121 S.
$424110."
plumbing, heating and
sirodiiitrns
Irish Setters. 9 weeks
$37,000. 753-9732 or 762753-3261 ,Anytime
sewer cleaning. Call 753owe Midis 759•10:14
_ old. Call 435-4178. •
6970.
7203.
lyanamem.

mans
ONE CARAT
diamond cluster, kit
carat ladies diamond
ir2 carat ladies
cluster,
-,--- 'diamond solitaire
pendant.
cidiamond
Wedding bands, also
• antique black- milk:glass. Call 759-1182 after
-

C•rttheil By IPA
Areal Cooly Men. Repeal

First
Anniversary

.-"'

ONE AUTOCRAT gas
heater; 70,000 BTU
hourly input rating,
$100. One Warm Morning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB; 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
Call 753-2424.

PERMANENT
FULL
TIME POSITION for
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
small engine mechanic.
$15.00 and up. Call 436Fringe benefits,
5820.
vacations, good working
SALES LADIES FABRIC
conditions. Apply to Box
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
STORE- enjoy the fop
32Y in own handwriting.
Quick delivery, $15.00
and pleasure of working
and up. All Hickory
in a fabric store. There available. Call 759-1701.
are now openings for
AMBITIOUS PEOPLE
qualified sales ladies in
looking for full or part
AUTOMATIC oil furnace.
a
beautiful
new
time opportunity. ExThree years old. Good
Needlewoman
Fabric
cellent profit sharing
working condition. Call
Store located in the
plan. Call 159-1370.
753-7323.
Central Shopping
Center, next to the Cine
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
Central Twin Theatre.
FOR SALE
needs mature person for
Ladies replying to this
short trips surrounding
ad should have a good
Contact
Murray.
retail backgrOund,
customers. We train.
experience in fabrics
Write T. Y. Dick, Pres.,
Thornton
and
knOwledge
of
Southwestern
sewing. Excellent opPetroleum, Ft. Worth,
Tile
portunities,
generous
Tx.
& Marble
benefits and employees
612 So. 9th
discounts. Send resume
DISHWASHER needed.
to: fiarthel,' Int:7712
16. Home Furnishings
Apply in person at the
Broadway, Kansas City,
Old Carriage House, 309
TWIN BED FRAME,box
Missouri 64105. Personal
N. 16th.
springs and mattress.
interviews will be held
Studio couch, fireplace
in our store in about two
MANAGER
FABRIC
screen, Fisher-Price
'STORE - Opportunity
garage, airport and
for a mature woman in a
school house. Phone 753managerial
capacity. USED SET OF En7116.
cyclopedias. Call -753--- Must have a good retail'
background, ability to
4587 after 5:30 p. m.
GET HAVY4i1'Y
_ supervise personnel and
washer and dryer, $400
GOOD USED MOBILE
a knowledge of sewing.
for set. 18.8 cu. ft. G.E.
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
Please send resume to:
side by side refrigerator
Harmel, -- Inc., 712
with automatic ice
15 kticies For Sale
Broadway, Kansas City,
maker,$400. Call after 5
ELE
IC
HEATER,
Missouri 64105. Personal
. m. 759-4089.
4,000 watt four stack
interviews will be held
19 Farm Equipment
Matthews, $34.99. Wallin
in
new
our
Hardware, Paris,
TD 14 DOZER with low
Needlewoman Fabrics
THERMO-TILE
boy in good condition.
- Store, located in the
) - For $10,000. Call 901-235sulating ceiling ttli;\,
Central Shopping Center
2704.
Easy to install. Can be
next to the Cine Central
stapled over sheet rock.
Twin Theatre in about
20. Sports Equipment
Three patterns to choose
two weeks.
REMINGTON
1100
from. Economically
Shotgun. 2-3.." magnum
INTERESTED
PERSON
priced. Murray Lumber
Call 753-6468
management
'IN
Co., 753-3161.
corposition. Major
REPORT! JON BOAT, motor 'and
FREE
poration expanding in
trailer for sale. Call 437"Kentucky Millionaire
Western Kentacky. Call
4331 or 437-4364.
you
When
Secrets."
for appointment only,
purchase the new book
753-3763.
"Get Everything Your
Government Has To KIMBALL MUSIC
ADDRESSERS WANCENTER 601 BroadGive." Send $2.99 to TK
TED Immediately!
way, Paducah, Ky.
Dodson
Products, 1602
Work at home - no exAcross from Irving Oobb
42071.
Ky.
Murray,
Ave.,
perience necessary Hotel. Phone 443-3879.
excellent pay. Write
USED CROSS TlEs
Shop if you like, but
American Service, 8350
excellent for landcheck our prices. -Open
Park Lane, Suite 269,
scaping or fence post.
late Friday nights.
Dallas, TX 75231.
Call after 4, 1-898-7950.
23. Exterminating

Murray
Electronics & Security

...- ‘11P =MP

FIREWOOD FOR sale
Call 437-4756.
,

55 Gallon
Drums

ricia
ery,
rris,
oél
tha
and

103E)

4111

11=IMM6

The Nelson.Shroat Co. REALTORS

Jef sh.”w,Ceatr
759-1707

Il
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I Funerals I Arguments Heard On
Funeral Is Sunday
For Mrs. Rushing
The funeral for Mrs. Fannie
Lou Rushing of 303 South Fifth
Street, Murray will be held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Jerre11 White and the Rev. Dr.
H. C. Chiles officiating.
Presenting the music and
Song service will be the choir
of the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church, where she was a
member, with Paul Henderson
director.
as
Pallbearers will be Dale and
Cliff Campbell, Ed Carroll,
Charles Hale, Johnny Anderson:' and Robert Wailer.
Burial will follow in the
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. _binding, age 76, died
Friday at one a. m. at the
home of her daughter, Mrs.
Keith Brandon. Her husband,
Cordie T. Rushing, died Nov.
24, 1954. Born Sept. 24, 19Q1,_
she was the daughter of the
late Fate and Dean Shelton
Grogan.
Survivors are her daughter,
Mrs. Brandon, one son, Tom
Rushing, and three grandchildren, Cary Brandon, Lori
Rushing,
LeeAnn
and
Rushing, all of Murray, and
one sister-in-law; Mrs.
Thelma Grogarr,Hardin Route
One.

Arrangements
Incomplete.
Fat C. E.. Erwin

Area Church News

Fuel Adjustment Clause

Bro. John Dale To

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — through to the customer.
acknowledged he had no
.
proot
Electrical utilities and the
Theyosaid it is not fair to they existed.
public have presented their eliminate extra costs they
James Burkhart of Harlan
arguments on the Public incur when they must buy brought petitions he said were
Service Commission's electricity from other utilities signed by 2,500 electric users
proposal to modify the con- in emergencies.
"who feel the fuel adjustment
troversial fuel adjustment
They said it would be what rates were staggering,"
clause.
one called "an administrative
The Seventh and Poplar
Roger Thayer of Frankfort,
The clause currently allows nightmare" to telescope the citing a 8237 electric bill for Church of Christ will hear
Bro.
the companies to pass on to time allowed to show the fuel his home for one month, John Dale speak at the 10:40 a.
_their customers the increased adjustment on their bills.
claimed 700 signatures on at m. and six p. m. worship
__prices they pay for coal —
And they charged that a petition seeking abolition of services on Sunday, Feb. 12.
withotit full hearings before proposal to allow the public tif -the fuel adjustment clause. His morning subject
will be
the PSC.
see the prices paid for coal "The people of Kentucky are -Commitment and
ReIn a PSC hearing Friday on would eventually raise prices, outraged. They feel like they commitment" with scripture
the modifications, representa- because 1-61Vb1dding coal are being ripped off," he said. from Matthew 16:2-26, and
his
tives of six utilities reiterated companies could increase
Thayer also called for a PSC evening subject will be "Our
their contention that some of their prices when they found probe of any possible con...Creed" with scripture
from
the proposed changes would out.
nection between the utilities John 20:30-31.
.hobble them financially.
-Glenda Beard representing _and coal firms.
•
Members and guests are to
_ ----mote
But consumer interests and the Consumer Protection
that only one worShip
several individual customers -Division
"Maybe it -wonki- help the service will be- held Sunday
.the.-.1ittbney
denounced what they called general's office, disagreed. utilities if the people sent them morning as new elders
will be
outrageous increases under
She said that if freight costs a blank check," Thayer said. appointed.
the fuel adjustment clause. continue to be included in the "This Is basically what you're
Assisting in the services will
Two called on the PSC to in- fuel adjustment clause, there doing."
be Tommy Carraway, Jerry
vestigate - the
possible is no encouragement for
Duane Clotfelter of -Ver- Bolls, Kim Weatherford,
finahcial relationship of utilities to cut such costs.
sailles told the PSC,"Don't be James Herndon, William
electric utilities and coal
As for posting price con- afraid to commit these people Gargus, Roger Rhodes, Ron
companies.
tracts for public inspection, (the utilities) to disclosure McNutt, Raymond Hamlin,
Ronald Rainsom, president she said "It would be naive to that's hard to get at."
Jack Rose, and Howell Clark.
of East Kentucky Power Co., believe that the coal operators
He said Kentucky con- Sheila McKenzie will be the
said it is an illusion to believe are not In constant contact sumers need to know what is teen nursery helper.
Serving
modification of the clause with each other — the only happening "between the on the extensio
n department
would save khe public money. people unaware of the prices utilities, the coal companies will be Randy
Wright, Mike
"That jtir isn't so," he testi- are the customers."
and the PSC ... we need an Lyons, Dale Chadwick, and
fied. "The public will pay
Joe Jasper, amiember of the outraged advocate."
Jon T. Carpenter.
later, with interest."
Lexington-Fayette County UrRichard Taylor of Owens- Bible study will be held at
Most of the utilities objected ban County Council, urged the boro, the commission chair- 9:40 a. m.
to fair proposed changes.
PSC not to yield to utility pres- man, said all the testimony
TheI, said it would not be sures. He asked the commis- would be taken under advisefair to stop allowing them to sion to investigate possible ment. He did not indicate
include the cost of tran- links between utilities and when a decision might be
sporting coal in the pass- coal firms, though he reached.

Speak Sunday At

Hear Rev. Burpoe

Church Of Christ

Regular worship services
will be held at the Grace
Baptist Church on Sunday,
Feb. 12, at 10:45 a.m.and 5:30
p. m. with the pastor, the Rev.
R. .1. Burpoe is speaker,
Ronald Hardison as music
director, Dwane Jones as
organist, and Anita Underhill
,
as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. with Steve Smotherman
as
superintendent
and
Josephine
Manning
as
secretary. Buel Downey will
be bus driver for the month.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Yicki Chadwick,
Hazel
Ray,
Catherine
Smotherman, and Frances
Wyatt.
Wednesday services will be
teachers and officers.meeting
at 6:30 p. m. with prayer
service and youth study at
seven p. in.

Dr. Fisher Will

Canal Treaty Opponents Eye
Alleged Torrijos Drug Deals

Arrangements are incomplete today- for C.'g.
Erwin, 86, 1006 Fairlane
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Drive, Murray, who died at
Opponents of, the Panama
6:55 a.m. at West _ View
Canal treaties,are trying ,to
Nutting Home.
shift the $eilate's attention
Mr. Erwin was ale former -*Lfrom
• the impact of treaty
magistrate in Calloway
ratification to allegations of
County and served on the
drug trafficking by the family
county tax equalization beard. of
Panamanian leader Omar
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Torrijos.
Home in Murray is in charge
The Senate began a weekof the funeral.
long recess today after

Speak Here Sunday
•

Grace Baptists To

The Rev. Dr. James A.
Jisher,. Sr., minister of the
-hrtt United 'Methodist
Church,. will speak on the
subject; "Andrew" at the
10:50 a. m. services on Sunday, Feb. 12, at the church.
• "Come-Unto Me" will be the
anthem ,to be sung- by the
Chancel Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organist.
Martha and Willie Jackson
will be greeters.
Church School will be at 9:45
m. on Sunday.
The Paris District Rally for
the Memphis Conference will
be held Sunday, Feb. 12, at
four p. m. at the First Church
with Bishop Earl Hunt Jr. as
speaker.
The youth will meet at 5:30
p. m. for a snack supper with
meetings scheduled at six p.
m.

University Church
Speaker Will'Be
Bro. Hoover
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will
speak at 10:30 a. m. and six p.
worship services on
Sunday, Feb. 12, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Ernie Bailey will be
song leader and Wayne
Williams will make the announcements.
"Heaven-Bound
People"
with
scripture
from
Revelation 1415 will be the
morning topic, and "Points of
.Spiritual
Power"
with
scripture -.from. Ephesians
3:14-21 will be the evening
topic-Assisting in the services will
be W. H. brooks, Vernon
Gantt, Rob. Gingles, Bobby
'Martin, Harold Grogan, Bob
Starks, George Gallagher,
Hoyt Like, Milburn Evans,
Vernon Butterworth, Roland
Goodgion, Burton Young, and
Murrell Goheen.
Nursery supervisors will be
Genese Reid, Mary Beth
Hays, Jane Morganti, Ann
Brooks, Delores Lawson, and
JoArin Williams.
Bible Study will be held at
9:30 a. m. on Sunday.

SPECIAL DRAMA — The King's Players Drama ieam,a
new ministry to churches, will present the play,"People
Vs. Christ," at the Memorial Baptist Church on Sunday,
Feb. 12, at seven p. m. Bob Hughes, drama teacher at
Southern _Seminary, Louisville, is director. Rebecca McCoy, pictured center, former interim BSU director at
Murray State University and a member of Memorial
Church, is a team member along with Rick Sullivan, right,
and Marian Kirby. The Memorial pastor, the Rev. Jerrell
White, will speak on the subject, "Entering The
Promised Land" with scripture from Joshua 1-6 at the
1050 a. m, services on Sunday at the church. Robert
Perrin will be deacon of the week with the music to be
directed by the Rev. Ron Hampton with Margaret
Wilkins as organist and Jane Rogers as pianist.

Rev. Rabatin Will Speak On Sunday

The Rev., Buzz Habatin, .Kathy Mowry will direct the
agreeing to hold an unusual Panamanians took
pastor
full control
of
the..,First _choir as they sing the anthem,
secret session when it returns in the year 2000. The
Presbyterian Church, will "With A Voice of Singing"
treaties
-discuss charges that are considered indivisible.
speak on the subject, "How with Lisa Slater as organist.
Torrijos and his.family are, - --Ratification requires
Can We Hear The -Voice ie.
a two:
. Stinday School wi I be at 940involved in illegal drug thirds majority vote.
God?" at the 10:45 a. m. a. m. on Sunday. The women
trading.
Those who, have seen a
worship services on Sunday, of they church will have a
The proposal came from secret report on
Feb. 12, at the church located Valentine meeting and dessert
the drug
Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan., a firm question prepared
at Main and 16th Streets.
by the
at sevea p. m. on Sunday.
opponent of the treaties who Senate Intellig
ence Comhas been raising the drug mittee say, it is
clear that the
issue for weeks.
allegations have nothing to do
While. acknowledging that with the treaties themselv
es.
the alleged drug trafficking is
And Sen. Jacob Javits of
St. John's
a "tangential matter," Dole New York,
Episcopal and Steve Hale will be lay
a Republican
Church, located at Main and reader. Church School will
said the charges "deserve to supporter of the
pacts,, said it
Broach Streets, will celebrate follow at eleven a. in.
be explored and explained."
would not matter if Torrijos is
Holy Communion at 9:45 a. m.
In part, the allegations involved in drug
sales,
on Sunday, Feb. 12, with the
originate with an investigation because by the
Special Lenten services will
time the
Rev. Stephen Davenport,
by the U.S. Drug Enforcement„..Panamanians
be held Tuesday, Feb. 14, at
take over the
vicar of the church, as
Administration. Investigators canal, Torrijos
seven p. m. at the church with
will be out of
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP, — cost
celebrant.
$77.9 million over the for the agency were told by office,
Ray Rodden as acolyte and
Although the state Senate
Mike Shore will be acolyte Jim
biennium to exempt utilities unnamed
sources
that
But Byrd said the Senate
Wenzel as lay reader.
voted unanimously for the
members of Torrijos' family should hear
from the sales tax.
what the
idea of exempting utility bills
Carroll said that would be and perhaps Torrijos himself committee has found and
then
from the state sales tax, the disastrou
s--to the proposed had some connection to in- resume its debate., op- Abe
move was apparently only a executiv
The First Baptist Church service and the
e budget and said that ternational drug trafficking.
BSU Choir,
treaties themselves.
guise bysome members.
will hold services at 10:45 a. directed by Steve
At the urging of Majority
his energy stamp program
Miehenor.
Besides
the
drug
issue,
the
After the 36-0 vote Friday to proposal
m.and seven p. m. on Sunday, sill
The First Christian Church the anthem to be sung by the
would cost only $10 Leader Robert Byrd, D- Senate also heard
sing a special selection.
charges
approve an amendment of- million.
Feb. 12, with the Rev. Dr. Bill
hear the minister, the Chancel Choir, directed by
W.Va., who told senators that that Torrijos has
Sunday School will be at 9:30
Communist
fered by Sen. Ed Ford, DWhittaker, pastor, as the a. m.
David C. Roos,speak Margaret Porter with Jane
However, Ford said he had "we must get this matter leanings.
and Church Training will
Cynthiana, to exempt all fuel been working
speaker.
on the subject, "The Hutson as organist.
on a fiscal behind us;"--- the- Senate set
be
at
5:45 p. m.
bought for home consumption impact
Lyle Underwood will be
study of the bill for Feb. 21 for a closed discussion
Sen. Paul Laxalt, R-Nev., Inescapable Presence," at the
from the 5 percent salds tax, more
His
morning
Voluntee
subject will be
r nursery workers
than a year and claimed of information from various noting that Torrijos has made 10:45 a. m. orship services worship leader with Mr. and
the Senate voted to delay a that
it would cost $59 million sources that Torrijos and his trips to Cuba, said the on Sunday, Fe 12, at the Mrs. Kermit Halstead and Mr. "Ever Been Accused Of will be Mrs. David Travis, Mr.
vote on the bill until next over
and Mrs. Johnny Reagan as Having Been With Jesus? with and Mrs. Ray Clark, Mr. and
the next two fiscal years. brother may have some in- Panamanian leader is a church.
Wednesday.
scripture from Acts 4:13-22, Mrs. Nelson Ford, Mrs.
greeters.
"Prayer
Jesus"
To
volvemen
be
Ford
t in sales of cocaine buddy of Fidel Castro."
said . Revenue
That will be after Gov. Departm
and his evening subject will be Durwood Beatty, Miss Lynn
Elders
serving
will
be
ent officials are or heroin.
response
In
, Sen. Frank
Julian Carroll has revealed
—News Brief—
Henry Holton and Eugene "Ananias and Sapphira" with Beatty, Miss Carol Sears,
The Panama debate itself Church, D-Idaho, a floor
estimating the state's tax
his pi oposed energy stamp receipts
ott. Voris Wells, Jim scripture from Acts 4:31-5:11. Mrs. Joe Rexroat, Miss
will grow by 28_ will resume on Feb. 20, with leader for the ratification
STEARNS,Ky.(AP) — Two
program, and the adJeannie Francis, Dr. Judith
,Ken Kellar, Darrel
percent over the next bien- voting on attempts to modify it fight, said he has been to Cuba veteran union organizers have Boone,
Ronald Churchill, deacon of Hood, and Miss Harriet Hood.
ministration is expected to
McFerron, and Fred Wells
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